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The report on the creation, operation and abolishment'of the Kgntucky
Educatipnal DevelopMent Regions ,(EDRs) is in the mode of a case. study. It

tonsitutes an interesting story and contains useful insights for those who
would create new or alter existing networks of education service agencies

(ESAs).

The successful completion of the repor gt depeRded upon the cooperation of
many people. There are too many Kentuckians to.name without risk of omission
and,embarrassment,, but some are named, nonetheless. Heading any list would be
the former and present State Superintendents of Public. Instruction, Lyman V:
Ginger and James B. Graham. They made'the study possible by sharing time with
me in person and on the,phone, and.by directing me to others who could provide
information and opinion. ,Foremost among the others were William Birdwell, the
current Superintendent in Bourbon County and former State Director of Regional
Services, Donald Van Fleet, the Director of Research and Planning in the State
Department of Education, and the two former Deputy State Superintendents, Samuel
Alexander (retired), and Raymond Barber, wbo resigned recently to campaign for
the state superintendency for 1980-84. Their assistance highlighted that

proyided by the thirty-four candid and cooperative Kentuckians contacted ,in
person or by telephone on tore than seventy occasions. While the study is
Intended to be useful to the ESA audience at large, there is an undeniable hope
that it will be especially meaningful to those in the Blue Grass State.

Noble J. Gividen
Senior Consultant
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THE ESTABLISHMENT'AND ABOLISHMENT OF
AN ESA NETWORK: ,THE KENTUCKY EXPE.RIENCE - ,

I. INTRODUCTION

' A Unique Experience

Kentucky's first multi-service education service agency (ESA) network
was. initiated in 1972. By 1975 it covered most of the state. One year later,

on July 1, 1976, it was dissolved, the victim of defunding, and no new or
changed network was left in-its place. That experience wi*4 the ESA concept is

unique in recent American education history.

How was the network planned? What were its missions? Were there aspects'

of its establishment, organization, governance, funding and programs that fofe-

ordained its demise? What was the political environMent in which the network

was created, operated and subsequentlyieliminated? It is Assumed that any
insight that ca be gained in the case of the Kentucky episode may be of future
value to other states and groups interested in ESAs.

Case Study Procedures

Preliminary inquiry about the Kentucky ESA exiderience indicated that
it would be necessary to contact the present State Superintendent of Public

Instruction as well as his pr.edecessor. Dr. Lyman V. Ginger, the former State

Superintendent, readily agreed to talk about the regions and he suggested the
names of other former officials of the State Department of Education (SDE) who

should be contacted. The present State Superintendent, Dr. James B. Graham, was

at first reluctant to see a controversial Kentucky issue revived. But he agreed

the study might be of value to other states and could proceed if input from him
and his department could be reviewed and approved in draft form before publica-

tion. Dr. Graham further agreed to a request for a consultant to visit
,,,Frankfort July 5, 6 and 7, 1978. The State Supe dent was scheduled to be

away from his office on those days, but he invited n consultant to talk to

staff members of his (the consultant's) choice. He arranged for Deputy State
Superintendent Raymond Barber to talk with the consultant. Mr. Barber then

appointed Dr. Donald Van Fleet, Director of Planning and Research, as the
liaison person between the consultant and SDE. In addition to the interviews,

Iwo project instruments were utilized in the Kentucky probes. Available docu-

ments about the regions were also studied.'

Interviews. Among the imp4tant people interviewed and/or queried in

the three -day` 1.71uly, 1978) Frankfort visit, in New Means (February 15 and 16,
1979 at an administfatoris conference) and in phone contacts over an eight -month
period_wete-Dr. Graham; Mr. Barber; Dr. Van Fleet, Dr. Ginger and his former

1
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Deputy, Mr. Samuel Alexander, Mr. Wendell 'Butler, current Secretary of the
Education and Arts Cabinet and three-time State Superintendent (1952-56, 1960-64
and 1968-72), Mr. William Birdwell, current LEA Superintendent of Bourbon County
Schools and former Director, Division of Regional Services, Mr. Donald Stephens,
former Chairman, Assembly Education Committee and current Chairman of the
Governor's Task Force'on Education, and Mr. Jack Hall, Special Assistant to
the Governor (Juliap Carroll).

Approximately seventy contacts were made with thirty-four key people
who included the nine named above, eight current and eight former employees of
the State Education Department, seven LEA superintendents, a staff member'of the
Office of Local Government's staff for Area Development Districts, and a layman
who is an ex-Chairman of the Vocational Advisory Committee of the state's
Ashland Vocational District.. Five of the past and present employees of the
State Department of Education were also former directors of regions in the
defunct network. Although several people who contributed to the study wished
not to be quoted, all were gracious, all were generous with their time and most
were eager to talk about the regions.

A large majority of the interviewees among current and former employees
and among the Superintendents were generally supportive of the regions.
Although many were opposed to certain aspects, it was rare to find interviewees
preponderantly opposed, except for three Ashland area contributors and the
current State Superintendent and Deputy Superintendent.

Time and resources for this case study were quite limited., Accordingly,
the interviews did not concentrate on,topics that were explicated in other ways.
Finance, governance and program descriptions exist in documents that were
obtained from Frankfort. The interviews concentrated on establishment.proce-
dures for the regions and upon perceptions of reasons for their demise. The

consultant did little to direct the interviews. It was not necessary. As

interviewees recounted their experiences with and knowledge of the regions,
few or' no reminders were needed to get them to cover the central questions.
How were they started? What was their mission? What did they accomplish? What

contributed to.their elimination?

Perceptions Probe. One major settion of the instrumentation for the
descriptive study of ESAs in twenty-six states was slightly modified to meet
the unique Kentucky situation. Perceptions were sought concerning (1) propon-
ents and opponents of the Educational Development Regions (EDRs), (2) advantages
and disadvantages of EDRs when they existed, 0) major issues in their organi-
zation and management, (4) future programs.for future regions, if any should be
established, (5) future research and develdpment needs, and (6) reasons the EDRs

did not survive. Fifteen instruments were dist4.4buted. Former employees
contacted included Dr. Ginger, his Deputy State Superintendent, the Director of
Regional Services and four others. Present employees asked to participate were

,Dr. Grahaq, his Deputy and six others. Among the seven former employees, six

responded: A former Associate State Superintendent did not respond. ,Among
present employees, only the State Superintendent and a former Regional Director

failed to respond.

9
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questionnaire. A questionnaire completed by SEA representatives in the
,descriptive study 11) twenty-six states was also used in Kentucky to 'acquire
background data. Primary input on.the questionnaire came to the consultant from
Mr. George Dick, a finance official, and Dr. Van Fleet, Director of Planning and
Research, and Departmental liaison for the case study.

Documentation

Windicated earlier, some of tke_ interview sources cannot be revealed.
Where possible and pertinent, speakers are identified by name and status.
Throughout the report, however, there is a conscious effort to avoid footnotes
and references unless they are needed for clarity, authenticity and/or further
research. With one or two exceptions, the project consultant was able to obtain
copies of relevant documents concerning the Educational Development Regions
(EDRs), their planning, their operation and their elimination. Absent from the
documents obained are the planning and achievement reports which, according to
former employees, were developed to assist new SDE officials and the Joint
Legislative Education Committee to determine the impact of the short -lived EDRs
in their twilight months in early 1976. One official said he was unaware of
these, regional reports, another said they were probably packed away in "old file
storage." Neverthele6s, documentation of EDRs was generally excellent, and it
was possible to develop a reliable description of almost everything about them
except some of the debatable political factors associated with their demise.
The major documents used in this study are listed here to add to the reader's
perspective and to establish. short, identifying terms for use in the report.

Kenneth W. Burr, Haider Fisher and James R. Thomas, (Final Report on)
Formulation of a Rational Regional Organization for Kentucky's School Dis-
tricts (to Kentucky State Department of Education)) Battelle Center for Improved
lliTition, Columbus, OH, August 13) 1971, 56 pp. Identifying term: Battelle ,

Report.(1)

Division of Research, Kentucky Department bf Education, (Tentative)
Kentucky Department of Education State Regionalization Plan for Educational
Development Districts, Frankfort, April, 1972, 30 pp. Identifying term:
Department Plan.L21

Division of Regional Services, Kentucky Department of Education, ED Regions
. Policy and Procedure Guide, Frankfort, 1974, 128 pp. Identifying term. The

Guide.t3]

Kentucky Department of Education, Kentucky Educational Development Regions
. . . . drganizing for, a Better Tomorrow, Frankfort, 1975, 60 pp. Identifying

term: ED Development Regions.[4]'

Executive Office, State of Kentucky, Kentucky Executive Budget, 1976-1978,
.Frankfort, p. 169. Identifying term: Executive Budget.[5]

;

10
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Legislative Research Commission, Kentucky General Assembly, "Public Hearing on
Kentucky Educational Development Regions", State Capitol, Frankfort, March 8,
1976, 6 pp. (Mimeographed record with approximately 30 pages of written testi-

s mony appended). Identifying term: The Hearing.(6]

.The first four documents were 'office 'copies or they were'in limited supply,
not available from Frankfort upon request. The budget, from which a photocopy
excerpt wat used, is voluminous and, presumably, available for inspection only
on the premises in Frankfort. The availability of the record of a joint legis-
lative committee hearing on the regions, an oft-used document, is unknown.,,

Acronyms and Definitions 4

ESA. Education Service Agency is a public agency organized to serve
a group of local education agencies (LEAs) and/on the state'
education agency (SEA) in the sub-state geographic.region which
encompasses the LEAs. In Kentucky, ESA is synonymous with RESA,
ROPES, EDD,dr,EDR.

RESA. Regional Education Service Agency, also known as the Kentucky
Valley Educational Cooperative, was the forerunner of Region XII
in the EDR network, and it was re-established upon t demise .of

4
'the network.

ROPES. Regional Organization for Providing Educational Services was the
designation for the first four rqgions in the Kentucky network.

ARC: Appalachian Regional Commission is a multi-state federal agency
established in Appalachia to combat poverty and undereducation.
RESAs in seven states were started and/or continue to be assisted
with ARC funds.

EDD: Educational Development District was the designation first used
for RESA, ROPES, and the other regions that made up the Kentucky .

network. 'It was supplanted by EDR.

'EDR: Educational Development Region was finally used instead of ,

EDD because the inclusion of "district" in the designation had
the potential for being confused with school "district." EDRs
were commonly referred to as "ED regions".

SEA: State Education Agency is the,general -term used for state depart7
ments of education or public instruction or whatever designation
is used for the state agenty responsible for elementary and
secondary education.

t,

SDE: State Department of Education is the SEA in Kentucky.

CSSO. Chief State School Officer is the state superintendent or commits-
loner. In Kentucky, the term State Superintendent of Public
Instruction is used.

(")
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ADD. Area Development Distridt refers to the fifteen Kentucky regions
that work with communities and other non-school governmental
agencies to'plan and reach agreement'On developmental activities
related to federal prOgrams.

Study ConditIons

From the.foregoing, it is apparentthat this Kentucky study may not have
the breadth the subject deserves. Extensive field interviews with LEA superin-'
tendents and former regional directors who are not currently employed by the
State Department of Education were not possible within project resources.
Instruments designed for other situations were adapted for use in Kentuckg.
Many of those interviewed in person and by telephone said, "Don't(quote me," or
"Don't use my name." Respondents were often reluctant to he identified even-
though it was explained to ttiem that the report would be essentially non-judg-
mental. Despite the consultant's agreement not to divulge sources when confiden-
tiality was requested, the study is authentic as to what key acfors said,
perceived and conjectured about the establishment, operation and termination of ,

the regions. s

The timing of the report presented disadvantages an advantages. The look
at Kentucky two years after the demise of the regions meant that some of the key
people on the scene then were not available in 1978. Also, there was no reason-
able way to acquire the statistical ciptail that would place the Kentucky network
in a more, precise relationship to its counterparts in other states. bigging
much data from state files would have been arduoul and, from jegional files,
impossible. Yet any national perspective of ESAs would be conspic.Uously incom-
plete without some account of Kentucky's regions. .The story brings home. the',
point that ESAs have a more precarious life than do LEAs. And ,it should lead

ESA advocates in,other states tp ask themselves, "What lessons exist in the
Kentucky experience for the establishment, governance, operation and funding of
ESAs?"

II. SYNOPSIS OF THE DEVELOPMENT AND
ABOLISHMENT' OF THE REGIONAL EDUCATION NETWORK*

Developmenes21930-1970 e

-

,. The first formal education'regionaltsm in Kentucky was that of the KentUcky
Education Association IKEA). By 1930, eleven KEA regions existed. They became .

.

* Sources for this 'section include many intertiews and various doduments.
The most important interview data came from phone talks with Wendell Bueler, 4:

the former (three-time) State Superintendent, and two former senior SDE officials,
rSam Alexander and Carl Lamar. Source documents of most help were the Battelle
Report, the Department Plan and the 1976-78 Executive Budget.. (See, footnotes,
1, 2, and 50'

.
.
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thirteen when koaisville and Jefferson County here designated as KEA districts.
The configuration for the eleven regions influenced configurations of other'

. -
regions which came into being more than thitty f!i.frslater. The first area

- vocational school opened in 1988, Other area 'il'ational centers were created
after 1947 in certain LEAs that served other' dittricts in their areas. Under
pressure from SDE tb centralize gontrOT af. these field centers, the LEA.
boards asked the state to assume operation of the centers in 1962,.but it
was not until 1968.thai.the fifteen vocationaliteducation.region%:wee formally

/
. created. Except' for one onlal;ged region, the statewide coffiguration was ,

coterminous with Kentucky sixteen Industrial. Devglopment Regions which operate ,

out of the "state's Department of Commerce. While Kentucky'sflevelopmentiof
, 'vocational education preceded the Area Vocational School Act of 1963.andithat of

1968, the formalization pf the lietwork.accoinpani-ed the 1968.1 egislation, and was
influenced by thejederally-subsidized Induktrial Developmeqoftgions.

Z'------------- .

-.., -..._....

In the meantime; federal legislation made 'possible the beginning of-other
serviwregions for Kentucky's schools. In 1958, thealationaNDefense Education
Act (NOLA) made media money available to the states. A large number of western
Kentucky.LEAsjoinesl with Western Kentucky University at Bowling Green to forni a

, resource center and media library fhatstill,exists. The Elementary and Second-
ary Education Act of 1965 precipitated the development of five or six "Title III
Regions", which had vpanded to,pight by Y972. The configuration of these
regions was similar.fd that of the KEA regions.

4 .

Ormore import in the gertis of the network of Educational Development
Regions under. Study was the 1968 creation of Area Development Districts (ADDs) by
the executive order of the Governor. Formed to work primarily with non-school.

.1

agencies, ADDs encburagededevelopmental activities related to lederal,programs.
Each ADD constituted a ft/turn to examine and prioritize needs and to reach._

agieement on programs for indiOdual municipalities and th region as. a Able.
In its early years, however, the ADD network alsd wanted t become the planning
agent for schools despite the intent of the Kentucky Depar pent of Education to
encourage educational planning through the Title IIIgregions. -The 1970 decision
of State Superintendent Wendell Butler and the State Board of Education to
conduct an indepth stirdy of.edubational regionalism was, according to Butler,
promptedby the of the vocational regions and the Title III regions,
and it was a defensive response to thq ADDs, a move to preserve and protect
SDE's jurisdiction over the schools. The Battelle Center for Improved Education

.
.

was chosen to condOct.the study. .
.

,,..

' Also giving impetus to the study was.the 197.0 formation of the KentUcky
Va ley Education Cooperative, with the encouragement ant assistance of the
Ap

gl

alachia Education Laboratory and ARC funds. (This center at Hazard still
o rates, having preceded, shared and survived the four-year .1972-76 life.of the
.E ,network.) .

,

. ,

1971 Report

3 _ ' In August, 1971, B#ttelTtus Final Report on Formulation of a Rational
, ReOional Organization for 'Kentucky 'A School Oistricts was submitted, to the

AfDepartment of. Education. This study represented the comprehensive lo4
.at educational regionalism in Kentucky.oihe configuration it recommended, for

i '

.

,. .

.

,
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Kentucky's regions was subsequently modified, but the arguments and criteria
deviloped for,the network were of great influence'noSDE's 1972 Regionalism -
Revitw Committee. PerhAps its greatest impact was in suggesting the institution

' of one regional system to supplant the formal and informal systems that overlap-
wiped in .configuration and,operated independently of each other.

., , .

.
. .Developments 172 -1975 .

. i
,

The assumption of the state superintendency by Lyman V. Ginger in January
of 1972 marked the acceleration of the move toward a statewide network of
multipurpose region's. Wary of the fragmentation he sensed in various uncoordin-
ated and unrelated regions that existed, Ginger was initially inclined against
the concept of educ tional regions for Kentucky. Bu\rey staff meters in

c

SDE prevailed upon im to consider carefully the Batt -Report's implications.
As a result; he ass gned responsibility for a departmental study to the Division
of Research and an intradepartmental committee. Their tentative stydy report,
entitled Kentucky Department of Education State Regionalization Plan for Educa-

,

tion Development Districts, was completed, in April, 49.72. The report became the
basis for impleMenting one statewide regional'system.

..
.

.

In June, 1972, the State Board of Education approved the State Supertntend-
efit's recommendation to endorse in principle the proposed plan for a state
network of EDDs.. Dr. Ginger and others/in SDE started traveling about the state.
speaking to groups about the potential of the proposed regions. Over the next
three years the complete network waS'essentially established, except for the .

district (XVII) at Louisville and Jefferson County and the distyict (VIII) at
Lexington and Fayette County (see map, p. fifteen). -

The importance of this budding network in the eyes of the State Super- e
intendent and'State Board was evidenced by the creation, in July; 1973, of the
Division-of Regional SW

. -s'and the employmeat of Mr. William Birdwell as its
'rut director. Mr. Bi who had been Superintendent of the,Simpson County
LEA, was well-known A state's superintendents. While his new position
was not established at etre associate state superintendent's level, as suggested
by the'Battelle stodi, he reported to'and worked directly, with Dr. Ginger and

tithe Deputy State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Mr. Alexander.

In the State Biennium Budget for 1974- 75 and 1975-76, the Governor and
Legislatere officially acknowledged the regions by.approving approximately
$1,500,00U for expansion and 9peration of the network. Ginger and Birdwell'
continued to meet with LEA superintendents throughout the state until the
network was virtually 'completed with the creation of Region 'AV at Frankfort.

While the earl)/ re4r6lis were known as ROPES (IX, X, XI, XIII) and RESA
(XII, the Kentucky Valley'Cooperative),they

were officially regarded as E
from the start. Toward the end of the network's quadrennium they gradually
assumed the EDR label because:it was"more Odlitic and less threatening to
LEAs to have them know as "regions" rather thao "districts". But the new .

network, thought by its advocates to' be on the threshhold of-blossoming into
an euellent service agent for-Kentucky, was doomed by the Kentucky primary
elect it before the fifteenth region.began to function in July, 1975.

I
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Abolishment, 1976
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In May of 1975, the Superintendent of Schools atipwling Green, Dr. James
B. Graham, defeated fou'r years earlier by Dr. Ginger' In the Democratic primary,
was this time the wjnner. In Kentucky, winning the Democratic primary for State
SUperintendent,has been tantamount to winning the general election, and Dr.-
Graham succeeded Dr. Ginger on January 1, 1976. (Byistate constitution, do State
Superintendent may succeed himself.[7]) Although his views about EDRs were not
well known before the election, it soon became clear that they were substantially
different from those of Dr. Ginger. Dr. Graham simply felt that SDE could
effectively deliver' services without regions. '

The SDE's 1976-78 "agency request" for the Kentucky Executive Budget
was orppared under the direction of Lyman Ginger. Page 169 of that docu-
ment shows the request for regidnal services at $1,611,104 and $1,639,519,
or $3,250,623 for the biennium. By January 28, 1976, that request had been
rejected and the ppropriation eliminated entirely.

This action was a,shockto many "pro-region" LEA superintendents. Their
objection led to a March 8, 1976' 'Public Hearing on Kentucky Education Develop-
ment Regions" b the Joint (Legislative). Committee on Education. Without formal
balloting, a majority was"pounted in favor of the new State Superintendent's .

and/or Governor's action to eliminate funding for the regions.

On July 1, 1976 the Kentucky EDRs ceased to exist, as did the Division
of Regional Services. The vocational regions continued to function, and various
bureaus in SDE se-established their own patterns for administrative.and service
convenience (guidance, field auditors, handicapped, food services, etc.). The

Kentucky Valley Educational Cooperative resumed the operational character it had
prior to theinetwork's existence. It operates today,.apparently in good health.
In Ashland, the Title III region which preceded the EDRs and coexisted with
them, continues tp provide computer services to school districts. The Ohio
Valley Educational Cooperative is somewhat a successor to Region VI. Its area
is no longer completely contiguous,kut it provides services in staff develop-
ment, tareer education and group puethasing. Other collaboratives operate out ,

of Western Kentucky University and Murray State University in staff development.
Finally, there is the Northern Kentucky Education Consortium which operates out
of the'Campbell County LEA and provides staff development programs for nine
LEAs.

The nadir of the regional network followed almost immediately its zenith.
-fn July of 1975 there were fifteen operational education regions, one year
later, titer e were none.

ti
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The Laggard Years

1'

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND [8]
lc.

. =
. .". . . .

The Kentucky hiitOry oelementary and secondary education is replete
with contradictions. In general,,it does not reflect a consistent high value
for edkation until the third quarter of the tWentieth century. The foundation
for a state System of sch46Is and State Department of Education. was laid in the
1837 and 1838 statutes that established the state superintendency, an ex-officio
State Board of Education and a '`common school fund." The state superihtendency
was to be filled 'every two yearS by guteLoatorial appointment a Senate confir-

lk

mation;.the ex-officio state board consisted of the Attorney Gen al, Secretary
of State and the State SuPpintendent (as Chairman), the school and was created
from surplus federal inonies.givfin to the states. In 1850, after a dispute,

. between Governor Helm and Stabs Superintendent Breckenridge, the Constitution
established the superintendency as a four-year elective office (no limit on
number of terms), and it established an inviolate school fund. It alluded to
the State Board of Education as the recipient of bonds of the school fund, but
it did not establish the board as a constitutional entity. The 1850 Constitu-
tion, Kentucky's third, significantly advanced the cause of education, but that
wal not true of the Constitution of 1891. That document established the condi-
tion that the State Superintendent (and other constitutional D?flcers) could not
succeed himself in offict. That ar ;haic provision persists, it works against
multiyear planning of Significanc
a lame duck in his last to years
absent in the other fortyTnine stat
.1953, 1957 and 1966F n 1951 a stag

and it tends to make every State Superintendent
f the fournyear term. The unique prohibition,
s, has survived repeal referenda in 1921,

co ission recommended repeal to no avail.
A private consulting l9 m made a simii y recommendation in 1961. Five years

_ later, despite widespread support, the proposition to change the constitution
was overwhelmingly defeated.

4

Robert J. Breckegridge, the early hero in the history of Kentucky educa-
tion,, was the sixth appointed (1848-50) and first elected (1850-54) State
Superintendent. Ye successfully opposed the Governor on funding, he recommended
the establishment of the peYmanent school fund (achieved in the 1850 Constitu-
tion), and he recommended a funding.prOgram akin to later fOndation programs in
finance. But a century was to pass before any sucil step .would be taken. In

wontrast to eastern states where public education advanced more rapidly, there
as little 1=41 'support for schools. Minimal state support started early in

the state school system's history. Voluntary local taxation for schools has
been allowed in Kentucky since 1830, but there was no requirement for common
schools until after 1893. In 1895, State Superintendent Ed Portei Thompson
wrote,'".... local taxation, subject to the will of people, is a failure."[9]

Local dpand.for and support of education was quite limited,and the state's
stewardship of education remained essentially a one-person operation until the

. 1900's.. The Bepartment'of Education (though created earlier) was not, until
1925, identified in statute as an.organization of state government with defined
servicesand personnel% In such a state, the leadership burden on the State
Superintendents was awesome. Fortunately, the legislatures did not place great
policy and operational restrictions on the superintendents, other than in
funding-the office;

9
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In 1908, Superintendent Crabbe abolished most local districts and &stab-.
lished county school systems as adminqtrative units. This highly significant
move ma's Accompanied by the requirement that each county must have a high school
by 1910, the same -year that a county tax for schools was required. In 1934,
twenty-four, years after it was recommended by a state education commission and e

ninety-six years after the creation of the ex-officio board, a seven-member lay
State Board.of Education was established in statute.

mCn the"1930's Kentucky began to move forward in public education, and
to test some of the ties that impeded improvement. A 1932 education commission,
inta landmark statement, clarified the relationship of the state to local school
ditricts. "All local powers are delegated by the state ... the inherent rights
are state citizenship, not local citizenship ... Educatiotis a function of the
state ... local districtt render services as agents of OE state." A school code
was adopted in11934, a seven-member State Board of Education was appointed by
the Governor, the State Superintendent and State Board were given wide authority,
including accrediting rights, and the right of county and independent districts
to merge was established.

But in 1939, constitutional limitations still blocked an equalization
finande program and successive terms for the state superintendency were, still
forbidden. Forty percent of the teachers were certificated, the averag teacher
salary was $890 per year ,rand. only 78% of the school-age population was nrolled .

in school;

The state continued to strain at its restrictions; however, and there
were signs that. it would soon emerge from the bottom of the educational rankings
among the states (in expenditures,Nteachew qualifications, percent enrolled).
In fact, its ascendency has been meteoric at times. In 1941 there was finally a
crack in the constitutional limitation to flat per-pupil state appropriations.
An equalization limit often percent was'created and {in the late 40's) it was
increased to twenty -five percent. By 1944, the local taxing power that started
at two mills in 1910 had grown to fifteen mills, and the state enacted a three-
million-dollar stpplement for teachers' salaries, raising them to a median of
$1,325 by1946.

Breakthrough

Foundation Program. The long-awaited breakthrough' in equalization funding 0.

came with the Foundation Program Law, 106 years after the 1848 recommendation of
Robert J. Breckenridge, In 1954, under the first term of Wendell P. Butler as
State Superintendent of Public Instruction, the proper combination of constitu-
tional and statutory conditions made this phenomenal and historic change possible
in Kentucky. In 1952, Butler had provided the leadership that led to the
formation of hundreds of local advisory committees, involving an estimated
20,000 citizens. In 1954, the Foundation Program was funded at seventy percent,
in 1956,, at one hundred percent. From 1953-54 to 1960-61, Kentucky's increased
investment in elementary and secondary education was 154 percent as great as
that of its highest neighbor and 170 percent of the average national increase..
But the state StilThad a long way to go.*

*As indicated earlier, Butler was State Superintendent three times,
1952-56, 1960-64 and 1968-72. Following each of his lasChwo terms he was
Kentucky's elected Secretary of Agriculture, another "non-successor" office.
He is currently the appointed,Secretary of the Educatyll and Arts Cabinet.
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Much of the impetus for Kentucky's continued advance came from the federal
government's increased role in and support of pUblic education. But the state

also had a succession of education-minded Governors and goyd educational leadvr
ship at the state level, despite the constitutional albatross of non-succession
in the office of the State Superintendent. At this writing, Kentucky'is
among the leaders of the states in equalization and in the percent of state
support for elementary and secondary education.[11] ,

Regions of the 1960's. Changes at the state level were not limited to
direct tinancihg of the sthqols. Federal funds for improving the leadership
and service roles of SEAs were accompanied by increased state support of
the Kentucky SDE and an intefisified effort to find effective ways for that
agency to serve the LEAs. Thus, in the sixties the Vocational EducatIon Regions
of the state were created and formalized. (Area vocational centers had been
administered by Selected LEAs prior to 1962.) Title LII (Elementary-Secondary
Education Act of 1965) Regions were created and formalized, And several differ-
ent and somewhat informal regional aftangements (i.e. auditors, food sepvices,
guidance, home economics) were created by SDE bureaus for administrative and
-service convenience.

In the late 1960's the Area Development Districts (ADDs) were created
through the state's Office of Local Government (OLG). These districts threat-
ened to assume a planning and coordinating role for the schools. "Proposed 1972

- legislation for ADDs would have gien them roleskwhich logically belonged to the
state education agency with authority and responsibility for the state's school
districts."[11] Part pf SDE's defense against ADDs was the Battelle study with
its genesis in the 1970 decision of !Wendell Butler and the State Board of
Education to study dducational regionalism for Kentucky.

The Import of Kentucky Education History

The irredlate prelude and impetus to the Study Ind creation of a statewide
regional network in Kentucky grew from three main factors -- the demand for more
effective and efficient SDE field service, the Concern about overlapping and
uncoopinated regions, and the need for a defense or resOnse to the ADDs. But

one must have 4 sense of the extent to which Kentucky has relied upon centralized
leadership and direction in education to better see and understand the modern
episode of the regions. Long 4tter the eastern states had put their,Indian wars

behind them, Kentucky was still a wilderness state, its populace tpo"preoccupied
with Indians and with Stratchirtg-'6 livelihood from the soil to thihk seriously
about public education. There was no grass roots pressure for schoOs. Beginning

under the first State Superintendent, J. a. Bullock, in 1838, acotterring citizen
support and becoming institutionalized in the Constitution as a result of the
(1848-54) giant contributions of Robert J. Breckenridge, the Kentucky state
system of schools has continued ihordinate dependence upon the leadership of the
Superintendent.of Public Instruction and, in this century, the State Department
of Education. Only in s.ucha state could a statewide network of ESAs be created
under one State Superintendent and eliminated Under .his successor without a line

---of-statute-to-direst-orexplain-either__action.

'
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.IV. REGIONS: THEIR ESTABLISHMENT, OPERATION AND ABOLISHMENT

4 (Note: In their brief 1972-76 iistory, Kentucky's new
regions were knoWnas ROPES, EDDs and EQRs. All three

`acronyms refer to the same evolving network, but this
report generally uses EDRs, because that and the term
"ED regions" succeeded ROPES and EDDs.)

,Plarining

4

44.

.The Battelle Report. The 1971 Battelle Report made important contributions
to the development of new regions in Kentucky. "The broad aim ... was to form-
ulate a rational regional organization for all State Education. Department
services in the Commonwealth of Kentucky."[12]

Only a limited number of 190 school systems in Kentucky are
in a position of effect needed changes in education. Many of
today's educational problems are too complex and too vast to be
solved by local school systems differing widely in their resources
and procedures. Pooling of state and federal resources is often
necessary for adequate leadership and services. Increasingly,

state education departments are moving from a position of monitor
of state educational standards and regulatory practices to a
leadership role in which they act as facilitators of $ervices,to-

.

local schobl districts. The emerging patterns and practices of
state-Tocal partnerships are a natural means to developing a
cooperative spirit so necessary for improvement to the schools.
A true. partnership between state agencies and local school dis-
tricts willthe a pap6f greatest yield to all.

The regionalization of Kentucky's school districts has simply
evoisygd over the years; it has grown up through expediency. Lack-

ing an overall plan or rationale for organizing school districts
within regions,each separate agency of the Kentucky.State Depart-
ment of Education has devised its own service organization pattern.
These tend to fragment the total education thrust of the Common-,
wealth at a time when social conditiOns definitely underline the,
need for a greatek degree of coordinated effort'at both the state
and local levels.

The report recommended a geographic configuration for one network of
regions for

i

Kentucky. That configuration was not later adopted but the cri-
teria for t$ deiignled the SDE to develop apattern with the same number of
regions, seventeen, with boundaries similar i many parts of the state. An

important Battelle criterion was equitable. contact between the field and SDE.
Other criteria were homogeneity (similarity in socio-economic and LEA pupil
and expenditures chiracteristics), contiguity and accessibility. Accessibility

.referred to compactness, or ability of LEAs to interact with each other and with
the regional agency, and ability of thq region .to interact with Frankfort. The

last concern related t .State Superintendent Butler's condition that SDE field
staff should work out of Frankfort, but his successor, Dr. Ginger, took the
oppoiite view, that the field staff should be decentralized.

12
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. ,
Battetle also'conducted a needs survey and prioritized needs' in a mannqr

direct* useful to 'SDE planners. Curriculum consulting, program evaluation and
vocational education headed the-list of most important services (with acknowledg-

, 19ent that vocational education was already available in most areas). However,
.,SDE wanted -- and.13attelle recommended -- that the separation of general educa-
tion and vocational education beterminated.

Fin ally, the report set forth an organization pattern in SDE that mould
enhance the effectiveness of the regions. Here again; SDE did not adopt the
Battelle recommendations completely, but their impact upon implementation was
unhistgabie.

Among other things, these problems were listed (p.'6-7):

I . The then existing regionalization pattern was "... a multiple
barrier to effective coordination of total activities of the Department."
It contributed to "... inter - bureau, fragmentation and communications
breakdowns ... (and) ... duplicatory services, reports and unnecessary
meetings."

2. There was, "A roadblock ...'14etween the Department ... and the
local school systems .. (which diminished) ... both the leadership and

service role of the Department." `

3. , "Contrary to the State Boa'rd's philosophy concerning vocational

and general education," the (pre -1972) organization encouraged their
separation.

4. ,Because of that separation it was "virtually impossible" to
orient the general curriculum to vocational concerns.

1

. 5. The regionalization pattern which existed repreiented "
waste and inefficidncy at the state level," ad it damaged the ability and
credibility of a Department dealing with.the accountability of local school
districts.

6. "It (was) difficult to t'ry to deal with specifiecoordination
4nd communication problems without first dealing with the,Jegionalization
problem."

7. LEA superintendents were attending too many meetings, hearing
too many reports and seeing and hearing content 'duplication.

The report stated that, in .Kentucky, "There seems to have been an assump-
tion that -if each unit (made) a seridus attempt to meet the needs of its own
limited area, education (would) continue to improve throughout the Commonwealth.
The concept of education as a dynamic social system-in which each subsystem is
related to every other component,of the system has been ignored.113]

The report, consistent with expectations o( the State Superintendent.
and State Board, recommended that one, regional network be created, that it
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replace all other regions and " that all services be conducted, coordinated,
and continuously evaluated through the Regional,Services organization as pre-
sented [14] ...1 .

Planners and organizational experts would have endorped the recommendation
in principle. But the implementation was not undertaken in a framework strong
enough to withstand the opposition of thosp who would be unseated (particularly,
some field people,ih the pre-1972 vocational And Title III regions) or those
whose identities would be blurred in a one- network design. There is no evi-
dence that Battelle was charged with developing establishment, governance and
financial recommendations that would,have%enhanced the regional network's chance l'
to survive and succeed.

The Tentative Plan. When Dr. Lyman Ginger came to office in January,
1972 he tended to be opposed to regionalization. He indicated that the multiple
regional patterns were fragmenting and confusing, that some Title III regions
were seen as overpolitical and not impartial in dealing with local districts .

and, finally,-that Departmental credibiliirin the field was being damaged. The
arguments advanced by Deputy Superintend Sam Alexander and other senior staff
members, however, caused Dr. Ginger to have second thoughts about the Battelle :

Report, and he ultimately embraced the one-network concept. Intensified SDE
sttty and planning began. In April of, the same year the tentative plan entitlid,
Kentucky Department of Education State Regionalization Plan for Educational

Development Districts, was published. Utilizing the expertise of SDE's planning
and Research Division, an intradepartmental. Regionalization Review Committee,

under the 'chairmanship of D. E. Elswick, devised :a network plan which was a
modification of Battelle recommendations and an adaptation of the configuration
of the ADD regions. The plan was adopted in principle by the State Board of
Education qn June 16, 1972. The network configuration later implemented is ,

shown on the following page. Otherjelements of the plan appear under "establish-
pent" and its subsectioA, "criterig, onthe pages which fbllow the map.

Establishment

On June 16, 1972, Dr. Ginger wrote the LEA superIntendenis:-
-own

". the State Board of Education approved in principle Education
ft

Developmant Districts four, elementary, secondary, adult, vocational, preschool,,
and all educational proaiams in Kentucky". to.provide us the'oppOrtun- .

ity to experimentally test regional concepts this fall. Perhaps no more
than two or three regions will be initiated auring the coming year (there
were three) and only then if superintendents in the districts would like
to'work with us" on an experimental basis.

"It is my hope that these districts will serve as a beginning for
better coordination of all education services provided by the State Depart-
ment of Education and improved cooperative efforts among local school

districts:"

*Succinct statement of purpose. (Underlining added.)

2J



FIGURE 1

KENTUCKY IDUCATIONAC DEVELOPMENT REGIONS (EDRs), 1975-76*

a2

*Regis s eight and seventeen were not operational. Since each was a single LEA,. the
State partment of Education worked directly with the LEA staffs.

23
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The letter further stated that:

16

fi

. . you and other superintendents . . . must detefltifne the programs and

polities your district (region) will pursue . . It is not our intention
to have Education Development Districts Serve as intermediate districts
between you-anct the Department of Education or my office, or to serve as a

regulatory agency ., . this is an attempt to coordinate technical services ,

of the Departmot . . ."

The letter invited comments and suggestions and indicated that Dr. Ginger
and members of the SDE staff would be meeting with the superintendents ". . . on

this important matter." EnclOsed with the letter was the.map of the proposed

network.

No statute was enacted. This was consistent with the Kentucky tradition of .

giving the state education agency and its leaders considerable discretion in the
management of the state system of schools. However, a 1962 statute, KRS (Ken-
tucky Revised Statute) 65.210 to 65.300, provided for,cooperation among public
agencies,and it was used by Dr. ginger and Mr. Birdwell. They asked local

districts in a proposed region to sign "Interlocal Cooperation Agreements" if
they wanted to be charter members,. The agreement, developed with the involvement
of the SDE staff, the-4ttorney.General's Office and Elwood Cornett, Director of
the Kentucky Valley.-EdUcation Cooperative (Region XII), and.approved by the
State Board of Education in.1973, contained a declaration of intent (to form a
region), governance prdvisions and purpose. ". to provide a vehicle for
conducting area educational planning, development and implementation on a
contining basis and to operate programs and provide servicefor the mutual
benefit of the children and youth of the school districts participating..."t16]

. . The agreement also dealt with selection of programs, financial respons-
ibility (of the Board of Directors), the pro-rating of costs, the length of the
agreement, the disposal of joint property in case of dissolution of the region,

and new members4ip.,

Procedures. As summarized in ED Regions Policy and Procedure Guide,
,establishment procedures were axe follows: E1.7]

I. Meeting of (SDE staff and LEA superintendents) to discuss establish-
ment of regional, office.

2. Review of Midel ,Interlocal.Cooperation.Agreement.

3. Decision by LEA superintendents to organize region.
4.. Resolution by individual boards of education to participate in'EDR

activities and to ratify the lnterl.ocal Agreement.
5. Roolution by each board of education appointing the LEA superintend-

ent to the EDR Board of Directors.
6. Each Interlocal Agreement, signed by the LEA secretary to the board,

to State Superintendent for review, revision and/or approval.
EDR Board of Directors recommend to the State Superintendent at

. least two persons as candidates for employment as regional director.

8: Interlocal Agreement to Attorney General for approval.
_9.____Acguire site for operation.
. ,

24
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Thus, the establishment procedure was not taken lightly even though it was

not mandated. Effort was made to get the voluntary commitment of the LEAs.
Meetings were held with groups, of LEA suferintendents who then persuaded their
boards of)education to pass resolutions to participate. Sometimes William
Birdwell would meet with reluctant boards, but this was rarely necessary. When

the network was completed, oply Ldisville, Lexington and a handful of others

were not members. And in Louisvilleand Lexington (planned as VIII and XVII),
SDE saw little need-.to implement regions. Instead, SDE simply met with
local staffs to see how coordination between SDE and LEA could be enhanced and
how state services could be improved for those two districts.

Fifteen regions, all except Fayette and Jeffersonebunties, weresformed by
July, 1975. They were as follows: [18]

Region

Region I

.Region II

Region III

Region IV

Region V

Region VI

Region VII

Regidn VIII

Region IX

Region X

Region XI

Region XII'

Region XIII

.Region XIV

Region XV

.Region XVI

Region XVII

TABLE 1
- THE KENTUCKY EDR NE

,.Office Location

Paducah
4

Madisonville

Ow nsboro

Bowling Green

Elizabethtown

Shelbyville

Ft. Mitchell

Fayette,County

Morehead*

Ashland*

Prestonburg*

Hazard**

Barbourville*.

Somerset

Frankfort

Richmonfolf

Jefferson County

TWORK.

Dee of Establishment

1973, December

1974, January

1974, April

1974, November

1974, August

19751 January

1974, September

(was not established)

1972, August

1973, July

1972, December.

1973, September

1973, April

1974, October

1975, July

1975, May

(was not established)

*These first four entrants into the network were first called "ROPES" (Region-
al Organization for Providing Educational Services).

**The fifth entrant had been described as a "RESA" (Regional Education Service
Agency),, it was 'entitled, "Kentucky Valley Education Coperatime", it pre,
dated the network-And it continues to operate.

25
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Criteria. The network represented by the above listing and the map

on piiiFTEen had been formed after four alternatives had been tested against .

eight criteria. SDE's Regionalization Review Committee drew heavily upon

Battelle's four, equitable contact, homogeneity, contiguity and accessibility;
but additions And modifications resulted in the eight criteria shown in the
."Criterion Mequres and Tryout Limits".[19] (Table'on page qjnetedn.). In this

more comprehensive list, equitable contact was replaced by the three criteria,
administrative dimensions, population measures and professional staffing measures.
The homogeneity index was retained, with its components of percent of attendance,
pupil-teacher ratio, local financial effort, percent of higirsabol graduates in
post-high school education, and per capita income,_Xhose components are from
page 23 in the Battelle Report.) The accessibility Concept, that ". . .

all counties in,a given region will be equally accessible from each other both
directly and by all-weather roads," was translated into maximum travel distance
froriVn LEA to the regionai,office and into the incorporation of common trade

and creational resources.[20] Related to the accessibility criterion but
treated separately by the committee was compatibility, which specifically
examined the congruence of a network to the ADDs. Contiguity was retained, no

county cold be separated from its region. The_list,of critedaLwas mpleted_ _
with the addition of supportive educational resources. The six criteria shown

in the Table, "Derived Scores for Alternative Patterns", were accorded equal
weight and the network possibilities, and III by Battelle, the ADDs (II) and

SDE's own recommendation (IV), were scored as shown. Omitted fromNthe quanti-
fi,cetioq.but deemed critical in finaLludgments, were contiguity ar4 compat-

ib" ty. SDE's recommended network was implemented 400 in place by,1975-76.

Governance -
h

Essentially, the Kentucky regions were a combination of the extension, or
regional office, of the SEA and the education Cooperative. The director and

. administrative staff toiether with people assigned by SDE bureaus were Depart-

mental employees. Others were employed by the EDR Board of Dirdctors and were

completely under regional control...

Board of Directors. The fo llowing, concerning composition and authority of

Board of Directors, is an abridg excerpt from pages 12, 13 and 17 of Ed

Regions Policy and Procedure Guide.[21]

The Board of DireCtors of the Region is composed of: the

superintendents of participating LEAs, &representative of the
ADD, represeaative(s) of the area community colleges and/or
regional university, a representative of SDE, a representative
from tip Regional Manpower Commission, and a reprOentative from
the Reglonal Vocatiohal Advisory Council..

Board members have voting privileges only on those programs
on which their agencies contribute personnel or other resources.
Fifty-one percent of the voting membership shall be LEA super-

intendelits.
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TABLE 2
.

cssrmaiou manias AND TRYOUT LIMITS- (22)

'1

SpecificCritaris 'Criterion Measures and Level
'of Application

L

Homogedeitt

b

a)

)

c)

e)

Pint rector Loadings Rank
Attendance Ratio :
Teacher-Pupil Ratio
Support Ratio
Continuing Education
Per Capita Income

II. AdministrativeA

1. Administrative U
2. High Schools (lmpl tatiqn Measure)

3. Elementary Schoolaap. Measure)

.POpulation Measure* tttf;

0 1. SchoolEnrollment (1.-12)
2. Vocational Enrollmen(9-12)
3. County Census Population '

IV. Professional Staffing Measures ;

1. Total Professional Staff
2. Total Vet. Ed..Staff

V. -I Supportive Educational Resourc

1., Sate or Aria Voc. Schools
2. Community Colleges, or
3. 4-YearsCollege or Univirstr7
k. ETV Transmitter, or

'5. Production Studios
'

Accessibility

1. Travel and time evolved
2. Population choice

'VIT. C9ntiguity Omplemanution Measure

VIII. dpmpatibility

y
*3,000-9,000 (or approximately 502
total secondary Aerollment

1
1. Index of Regionalization

Quartile deviatiion above and below median
rank (county)**
a) ADA to ,ADM

b) Pupils per Teacher
c) Per Pupil exp. to assessed wealth
d) Post H.S. Enrollment to graduates
e) 'Per Capita Intone

1. LEAs per county within region
2. High school, per county and regions
3. Elementary schools per county and region
- ,.

1. 20,000 - 60,000 (region)
2. '3,000 - 9,000 (region)*
3. Minicum.100,000 (region)

Maximum 300,000

. 50 prof. staff/1,000 pupils (county)**
2. 20 prof. staff/1,000 pupils (county)**

I. Minimum 3 per resign
2. Minimum lper region
3. Atte Bible to region 1

4 4. ' ,f per region
, 5l As required to servo region

either or
both

I, either or
f both

1. Travel distance so, regional center -
Maximum 45 mills, one -way (count)**

2. Trade areas, rec.eation, etc. (county)

Maintain common geographic boundaries (region)
MaxiMally tongruett with related drielopdent
regions ,

' .

**all county measures - 60% level per
region for compliance - score based on
number of regions in compliance as for

re ion mess res.
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TABLE 3

DERIVED SCORES FOR ALTERNATIVE PATTERNS (231
k

Alternative Groupings

Criteria and Tryout Measures

I. Homogeneity (Indus of Regionalization
(60 1 or'more countiae within quartile
deviation llitits)

II. Administrative Units' (9r14) per agion)0 "
Scool'Arollment (Hulti-county 20,000-60,000)
VocatiOnal Enrollmene(3,000-9,000)
Total Population (100,000-.300400)

rf. Prafassional staff (AO per 1,000 enroll.)
4 Voc. Ed. Staff (20 per 1,000 voc. enroll.)

(60 % or more
t
countias equal or exceed

maasure-1:20.5 and 1:50.5 or 1440

V. Educational Rasources

a) stank or area voc. schools. (min. 3)'

b) community colleges or 4-,yr. college

(N or university (=La. 1)

c). ETV transmission facilities or
'production studios 4min. 1)

VI. Accassibtlity (travel to regional canter
45 miles or less for 60% or more counties)

Average ungeightad combined score

.*Most adequate grouping for single criterion
**pat adequate grouping for combined criteria

'
C).

J

20

I (17) II (15) III (23) IV (17)

'CCU 60.0% *91.3% 82.4%

100.0 53.3 26.1 76.5

80.4 73.3 56.5 *92.1

44.2 43.3 *50.0 *50.0

*86.7 68.1 85.9

82.4 86.7 100.0 88.2

65.2 2 65.4 *70.9 ''

t
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each LEA board shall decide upon which programs that LEA
shall Use.'The LEA superintendent is thg board's representative.

Colleges and .universities provide invaluable advfce and pro-
gram assistance and their representation provides continuing
linkagebetween LEAs and higher education.

Although monthly meetings are recommended, quarterly
meetings are required.

Regional Advisory Council. In addition to the Board of Directors, ' ach

region was to have a Regional, Advisory Council whose members wese select =d by
the Board of Directors after consultation with the regional staff and LE s.
Names ". . . shall be submitted to the Superintendent of Public Instruct In for
hisapproval." Responsibilities of the Advisory Cduntil included advice on
program andson public relations, evaluation of programs, liaison and coordinar
tion with similar councils for vocational educatio d other sqcial and economic
development programs, and the submission of an ann al report to-the Board of
Directs on EDR program effectiveneswnd suggestions for improved and/or .

expanded services. The Advisory COunell had two required meetings per mar.

Role Relationships. According to their interviews, Dr. Ginger and Mr.
Birdwell deliberately built considerable ambiguity into the structure of the
regions. They felt it was an appropriate characteristic for a'communication and
service linkage between the SDE and the LEAs. The regional offices were respon-
sible to SDE, but they were also responsible to the Board of Directors. SDE's

field guidance people, for example, were responsible to their bureau in Frank-
fort, but some regional directors acted as though guidance people reported to
them. This uncertainty also affected some reading, math, vocational education
people and others. But the most important person in an ambiguous role, and the
key to good relationships among the regional staff and their good relationship
with both the SDE and the LEAs, was the regional di(ector. State Superintendent
Ginger and SDE's Regtona] Services Director, Birdwell, were proud of the region-
al directors and thought they generally played a difficult role well. Those

fifteen people represented a crucial link in building closer ties between LEAs .

and the SDE in a complex relationship. Loyalties to both agencies, to the state
system as a whole, had to transcend those to one agency. But whether or not the

doles were well carried out by the regipnal directors' they were resented by
some bureau chiefs and others in SDE., Employees in,Frankfort did not like field
criticism communicated from LEAs to the SDE by the directors, and they distrust-
ed field influence over bureau personnel. -To a lesser degree, some LEA superin-
tendents felt that the Boards of Directors did not have enough power. They

questioned the state's credibility and were cool toward SDE influence over
regional staff and programs.

tThe Ed Regions Policy and Procedure Guide tried to clarify roles of /egion-
al staff, regional boards and SDE in its section on "Management Direction and
Processes far Regional Offices." Some excerpts with added parenthetical inserts '

follow:[24]

1. The Regional office units are planning, coordinating, codperating,
and operating units. (Pot SDE administrative or regulatory units')

A
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2. The adthorqy of the Regional Boards relates to planning, coordi-
nation, cooperation and operation . . . their relatiOn to SDE is . . .

(similar( tb) , thatfof a local school board. ,.

. i . ,
, Ir

3. The . . . Boards 411Ntfe authority over and responsibility for

budgets 'for coo pir ive programs except . . . where sources of fund-
, ing require shard responsibility . . with (an LEA or SDE) .

4. the Inteflocal Agreement . . (legitimizes)_. . cooperative
projects and"the existence of the Regional Board. .

5. . powers . ..(of the Regional Board) cannot supersede
(those of SDE).

6. . . Local boards are not required to partici -pate in all projects
but (their representatives on the Regional Board) may not vote

oripaiters pertaining to projects in which their districts do not
participate.

7. t Regional Boards have . authority (over) cooperative
programs . . they have an advisory'relationship to functions
(5f the Regional staff.

,

(Regiondl Personnel)

*N.

1. The Regional Direotors are members of the staff of the (State)
Superintendent of Public Instruction.

4

. 2. (Th44State Superintendent telegates) . authority . . . for adminis-
tration and coordination f nctions relating to Regional operations (to
the .0rector, Division of Regional Services) -

114

3. The Regiobal Director (td executive officer of the Regional Board)
has line responsibility For . . cooperative programs developed by the
BoWid and'(for) enhancement . . of bureau operated programs for

the overall effectiveness of (SDE), #

4. (Other) Regional staff have line respinsibility to the Director
in cooperative programs (but) line responsibility to bureaus .

7

in.bureau operated programs.

.

5. Bureaus have line authority over Regional staff . (working on

bureau programs).

6. (The State Superintendent places heavy coordination and cooperation
responsibilities on all, and ditects the Director; Division of Regional
Services, to) . . . foco in a primary way on the various aspects of
-(those resporMbitiesl.
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SDE madegreat effOrtgto achieve well-coordinated system. The Director,
Division of Regional Services, held monthly meetings with the regional directors.
Usually, middle management and executive staff participated in some portions of
the meetings, and the State $ uperintendent would often "drop by? even when not
directly involved in proceedings. SDE specialists were called upon when needed.
Certainly, thd SDE's attention to this young network exceeded that given by some
other state agencies to ESAs that have existed longer and have been better
financed.

Despite this effort, the roles of the regions were not universally under-

stood and/oT.4PRIeCiatedt:JWilliam_Bitdwell said, "The Manual (Guide) _described_
unusual roles. It was clear to Dr. Ginger, Sam Alexander (Ginger s Deputy State
Superintendent), to the Directors and to me. Apparently, it was not clear to
some others." Reading of the foregoing efterpt suggests, and some other inter,- .

views confirmed, the difficulty that many had in understanding the Guide and
adjusting to new roles. Figure 2 shows the relationship between surir3TEDR
personnel..

,

Finance

The early regions we;e started and maintained in the 1972 -1974 biennium by
the Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC) and other federal funds, and by the
assignthent of some bureau personnel to regional offices. Some of these had
already been in the field under old regional configurations. Other staff were
hired by the regional boards and supported by federal and/or local funds on
special projects and "cooperative programs." Governor Wendell Ford (1972-75)
was "pro-region" and'encouraged the use of federal funds.in the 1972-1974 years.
The first recorded official action by the Governor and Legislature awaited state
budget plans' for the 1974-76 biennium. Approximately $1,500,000 of state money
was appropriated to supplement some federal monies for the purpose of continuing
existing regions and providing for the network's completion in 1975-76.

No precise finance figures were available from SDE during the consultant's
visit there in July, 1978. William Birdwell (now the LEA Superintendent,
Bourbon County Schools) indicated' thSt the regions spent a total of almost
$3,000,000 in 1975-76. The bulk of this was federal and local monies, and the
state's only "new investment" was the $894,000 share of the biennial appropria-
tion. This state investment was approximately two tenths of one percent of the
$705,000,000 state appropria ion for all of elethentary and secondary education.
The $894,000 did not int- ude the support of vocational. education and other
bureau persons assigned. to he field.

Staffing

It was the intent that each region would have a coordinating staff con-
sisting of the director, administrative assistant or assistant,director, a
subject matter or curriculum specialist and a secretary. In most regions, the
director of vocational 'education acted as the assistant director of tpe region.

4
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FIGURE 2

HTATEDEPARTHENT OF EDUCATION ORGANIZATIONAL CHART, 1975 (25)
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In the summer of 1975, the network fifteen regions reported a totAl*profes-
sional work force of 101 persons, ordidIrto regional profiles.[26], The
fifteen directors were accompanied by thirteen others paid by SDE and assigned
to the Division of Regional Services budget. (The newer regions had not yet
employed support staffs at the time of the report.) .Among those thirteen
persons'were administrative assistants, reading, mathematics, special education
and curriculum specialists.

Seventeen-full-time -professionals in special education, adult basic eduta-
tion., career education and driver education were hired by the regional boards
with local or federa] funds. Fifty -six professionals, including forty-eight in
vocational education and five in guidance, were assigned to,the regional offices'
by SDE bureaus. Region XII (at Hazard) had approximately twice as many employees -

as the average of the rest of the regions, frith its twenty-nine professionals
and paraprofessiohalsmost,of the latter irladult basic education. The Region
XII Board of Directors employed more persons in cooperative programs and special
projects than all of the rest of the regions in the state.*

in 1972, prior to the network, SDE employed thtrte n subject supervisors.
At the heightof regional operation in 4/5, there were wenty-nine subject
iupervisorS. After the demise of the regions in 1976, number was reduced to
sixteen. Currently, twenty-two such supervisors are on t e SDE staff.

- i.

Programs' and Services- .,
_ /_.,

The extent to which SDE got its staff into the field excee that sug-
gested by counting bureau people assigned to regional offices. The regions were
involved in the'coordination and`delivery of more than thirty-seven programs in
their brief history These programs included the Department's efforts,to serve -
the field better,-As well as the cooperative progrims initiated and supported by
the LEAs.and/or f9deral monies. The pcograffi"Tisting in Table 4 was compiled
from SDE's program reports from the thirteen operating regions In 1974-75.[27]
(The two newest regions, XV and XVI, were not yet operating Kograms.at the time
of the reports.) Program and staff-develhpment work in readihg, mathematics and
special education were owe to evidence than apy other program except the

,.flourishing vocational edUcatiOn programs which were supposed to be operating
out of the r-egions4 The terminology "supposed to b erating out of the

719
regions" is used because the vocational teachers, wer not lisLed as regional
staff in ED Development Regions., This reluctance o the7vocatIonal people,
e cept for administrators, to bvo identifiedsis symptomatic of the conclusions
dra later in this report abou ocational education's adversary role.toward
the E RS. . .

,

*Region XII existed as' the Kentucky Valley Education Cqoperative before the
-new network was created and it Continues today as an independent cooperative.

,

11.
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TABLE 4 ,

. '

A COMPOSITE LISTING OF PROGRAMS
PROVIDED BY EDRs IN 1974-75'

--' A.--

11 Adult Basic Education .

Adult Drive Education 4

c,4 \ ,

.-v Adult Vocational Education _.f.,.

CareerrEducation'
Coordinating Meetings (SDE specialists ,calendar, state legislators '

and superintendents, OSHA, ADDS a d other regional agencies, ,

RAD dissemination from SDE) .

Cooperative Purchasing ...-

Counselor Training
Curriculum Consultation
Diagnosis Clinic:(learningdisabi ties)

Driver EdGfftion .

Drop-out Survby 1 '

Drug Education Workshops, Po lip and Pro r elopment
Federal Proposals (for LEAs And EDR)
"Field Input"Meetings (exchanges between DE and LEA personnel re:

SDE'regulations, etc.)'
.

First Aid Instruction Workshops . .

Improvement of Supervision

In-service Education'
Mathematics .

Materials Center
MBO Workshops I . . *
Microfilming i

,

Needs AssessmOt.(LEAs and EDR) I" .

Planning'Services (LEAs and EDR)
Practical ArtS Diprovement
Pre-school TeWng

1. Psyt'fiblogicaV Services
Public Information
Reading (Contultation, Right tp Read)

:

School Bus S'fety
. Self-study terialt for Advanced Students in Small High Schools

Special Edo ation
Teacher Ca idates and Vadanciee ('egional lists)
Testing Workshops
Textbook Hearings (regional meetings for publ ishers A LEAs)
Transporta4ion (to state school for the deaf) ,'

Vocational Education
d

Yoyth EmplOyinent Program .

.

4

The EDR network was not a tentative undertaking. Aggressive state leadership
0 made great progress in working with local districts to implement the regions,

statewide, inIthree years., Even the, most optimistic of the pro-region SDE per -
sonnel were'sorprised by the extent of regional programs in the Wl of 1975.

26 34
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Abolishment

, __ Base Funding. The amount of the state appropriation for reg ions in,,,

1975-76 was $44,600. This small amount of stet ney was supplemented
9t:6by the pooling of some federal monies (i.e. PL -142 and Title IVC) dis-

tributed to LEAs via the state,, by successful regi nal applications for fed-
eral grants and development projects (i.e. career education), and by the in-
crAased use of interlocal agreements for cooperative programs supported by
local. funds. While the total amount of money represented by regional opera-
tions was perhaps three times that of the state base funding, it was the base
appropriation which held the regions together, which paid for coordination
and overhead, and which provided the framework upon which other programming
and funding was built. It was one thing for the LEAs to share money for
services. It was quite another thing for them to share money to administer
the regions. In other words, though the state appropriation was small, it was
clearly the basis upon which the survival of the network depended.

27 '

The $894,000 for 1975-1976 was part of an appropriation of approxi-
mately $1,500,000 for the 1974-1976 biennium. The request for the 1976-
1978 biennium was dopbled. The percentage increase was large, but.the in-

, crease in numbers of dollars yius not. When it is remembered that the $894,
000 was only two tenths of one percent of Kentucky'ritate expenditures for
elementary and secondary education, the request seemed,attainable to Ginger
and Birdwell. They had little doubt that a substantial part bit the,requested
1976-78 increase for EDRs would have been, granted had Lyman Ginger continued
as State Superintendent of Public instruction. The Kentucky consitution for-
bade that circumstance as it now forbids Dr. Graham's continuance in office
beyond 1979. (During 1975, Julian Carroll, who had been the Lieutenant
Governor, became Governor when Wendell Ford left that post to go to the
United States.Senate. Carroll was, then elected Governof for the 1976-80
term. Dr. Ginger's confidencejs based upon the understanding that there
was no se us budget problem with the Governor and the budget office prior

to the e cMion.)

The SDE "agency request" and recommendation of Dr. Ginger for the 1976-
78 budget was sent to the state's Executive Office prior to the November
election. ..(An.SDE official reported that budget requests which once were
transmitted to the budget office in October have been moved forward to Septem-
ber.) The decision td defund the regions was made after the election, but
eaklyAn4ugh to be in the Governor's,January 28, 1976 presentation to the
Kentucky General Assembly. Table 5 is from page 169 of the Kentucky Executive
Budget, 1976 - 78.(281 . .i.

*Only Region XII, which was establjshed longer than the. other regions and
which survived the network's collapse, could muster local money for administra-
tion. Another $75-80,000 of local money supports a shared driver education
program. Mr. Cornett, Director of RESA, reports that the local money for
administration of more than $500,000 in 1978-79 is only $33,000.

.35
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TAKE 5

REGICNAL SERVICES

11

SOURCE OF FUNDS
General Fund
RegularAppropriation __

EXPENDITURES BY 0$3ECT
Personnel Cost
Operating Cost
Capital Outlay

TOTAL EXPENDITURES,

EXPENDITURES BY SUBPROGRAM
,Consultative Services.
Administrative Services

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

BUDGETED.

1975-76'-

AGENCY REQUEST

1976-77 1977-78

GOVERNOR'S
RECOMMENDATION

197t -77 1977-78

894,080

i

586,940 .

295,500 ,,
11,640

11194,086

741,440
152,640

1,611,104

1,002,620
562,484
46,000

1,639,519
.

998,720
616,533
24,266.

1,611,104

1,309,434
301,670

1,639,519

1,322,879
316.640

173317317O94,080 1,611,104

The Governor's presentation (January 28th) to the General Assembly con-
tained this exce2t.[29]*

The-Executiie Budget 'for 1976-1978 does not ,Continue
/

funding for the Educational.Development Regions. This does ...

not reflect an abandonment of-the regional concept, nor of
the pressing need for closer coordinatibn among djstficts in
planning and implerilenting costly programs. The course out-

' linEZI for-the next two years is one of retrenching and rede-
fining the Imsic approach to coordination among local schools.
and the state Department orEducation. For now the regional

/ boards will be maintained, but the staffs in each office will
not be funded. Coordination with the regional boards will oe-
cur through the existing bureaus in the tment of Education.

I

,

.
. 41111

A Different Philosophy. Kentucky elected Julian Carroll as Governor and ,

James 8. Graham as State S4perintendeht for 1976-80. Dr. Graham's philosophy
about the regions waskuite different from that of his predecpsor. Like .

Wendell Butler, he did not favor assigning SDE personne] to regional offices.*

. \ /

,,,

. .

*Wendell Butler believed Kentucky should start education regions, but he

, did not believeSDE personnel should York out of them. Referring to Butler, the
Battelle Report said, "We further assume, under specific instructions from the
Superintendent of Public Instruction, that the SDE field staff will work out of

Frankfort rather than out of decentralized regional offices." (301

8 .36
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He believed that Departmental services are not impr-eved by decentrali-
zation, and he did not want to continue a network chhacterized by' consider-
able ambiguity. If regionalism were to continue, it probably should do so as
a group of true cooperatives.

.
.

Dr. Graham had been the tEA. at Bowling Green and before
that, at Ashland. B districts were prominent in strong Title III egions,
neither of which c letely succumbed to the EDRs, as, did some other . 'Their

field goverhance s not strongly influenced by Frankfort, but their pro-
gramming and f ing required SDE approval. Dr. Graham, having participated
in two T II regions, apparently liked that arrangement better-than the EDR
structure and agreed with some other Title III advocates who opposed .the new
regions. It is still not clear, however, whether his disaffection for EDRs was
expressed as the initiative to defund the regions, or as acceptance of initia-

1,
tive expressed by the Governor a or Raymond Barber. (According to interviews,
Graham indicated he would not to nate the regions immediately. He, planned to

evaluate them before making a dec sion.) The current State SupeOntendent
describo, himself as a conservative who places great emphasis on local control
ofleducation.[31] This explains his preference for cooperatives, with the LEAs
in complete control.

.

At this writing, Raymond Barber says he is not "anti-region", but he
readily admits to opposing EDRs, and he.expressed some of his views with
the preface, "I agree with the State Superintendent." His agreement relates
primarily to the ambiguity, associated with EDRs and he indicated that the . .

control issue should be cleared up if they were to be recreated. "Either
they should be entirely controlled by the superintendents, or they should be
regional offices of the Department and controlled by the Department." In

addition'to sharing Dr. Graham's philosophy on some points, Mr. Barber used the
language also used in one of the Governor's defunding comments, that the EDRs
represented another layer of bOreaucracy."_

Noneof the interviewees attributed a "philosophy" about regions to
'Governor Carroll, but his initiative on politiqal moves was not questioned.
Certainly, among the populace not close to a pdrticular agency, the elimina-
tion of something in government is popular. He had opportunity for a twin
killing -- a budget appropriation and "another layer of bureaucracy." It

is also speculated by some observers that the Governor and Legislature took
note of the adverse publicity generated against "ROPES" by Zhe Ashland news-
paper. (Roth the Governor and the newspaper continued to use the old acronym,
"ROPES", en referring to the ED regions.) It is rare in government bureau-
cracies for

\
the elimination of an operation to have the support of the of-

ficialdom in charge. It is not difficult to understand why a Governor who
wanted to &et great influence over education might take advantage of this
unique opportunity. Here is part of his defunding message to the press.[32]

The regional services program (ROPES). . . began in

1972 as an experiment in coordinating services among local
school districts and between the State Department of Ed-
ucation and.the local districts. In effect, a layer of

. 37



bureaucracy was created between the superintendents of
local boards of education and the program administrators
in the Department of Egration. It is this aspect of the
program, the creation another layer of bureaucracy,
which led the Governor to recommend discontinuation of
the regional operations, particularly since the Depart-
ment of Education officials presented no compelling rea-
sons for continuing the program.'

14(
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Reaction to Proposed Defunding. Upon the announcement of the tovernor's
budget_ recommendation in late January, 1976, several LEA superintendents and
regional directors were surprised and upset. Others were not surprised,
having all along suspected that Dr. Graham was cool toward the ED regions
or outright opposed to them. When inquiries were made in-the Department
about "why", the superintendents were told, "The superintendents don't want
them." When some of those who were active in the EDRs (i.e. chairmen of the
regional boards) heard this they decided to conduct a poll of the state's 182
superintendents on their suPport or nonsupport of4he regions. At a meeting of
LEA superintendents in February at the Farmers Bank Building in Frankfort, a
report of the poll and discussion of EDRs were on the agenda. There is agree-
ment (among four superintendents separately contacted) that 130 "pro-region"
superintendents were reported in the poll, which was not complete. Some regions
_could not or 'bid not reach everyone. To those in the meeting, the 130 re-
presented "overwhelming" support. (Since all'of the superintendents in Kentucky
were not reached, an exact percentage of approval cannot be reported.) Super-.
intendents in some regions were unanimous and in others, nearly unanimous. Only
three regions, IV at Bowlind-breen, X at Ashland and IX at Morehead (in the
Ashland "orbit"), were seriously split over the issue.

The reaction against defunding was so strong in the meeting that Super-
intendent Charles Clark of Floyd County called the Governor's Secretary
(whom he knew), and requested an audience with the Governor for himself and
five or six colleagues. The appointment was arranged, and the small, roup
called on the Governor to express their disagreement with his recommendation.
Mr. Clark described the'meeting as follows:,

ktt-
Governor Carroll seemed to listen to us with great in-

terest. We explained the value of the ED regions and told
him they'were the most promising educational development in
Kentucky since the Foundation Program, particularly,in the
impOerished districts of Eastern and Southeastern Kentucky;
When we.told him they offered the same potential for educa-'
tion that ADD regions offered for local government agencies,
he said something like, "Umm.-- somebody should have told.
me. If these regions are as important as you gentlemen
say, they should not be dropped. I think I could find
the money for them' without cutting back on.other commit-
ments in the education budget., But I'll need backing. See
the chairmen of the two education committees and tell them
I want tJem to 'met jointly on this. Have them call me
if 'there is any question. If the ,joint committee agrees
with yotr, I believe I can find money over and above the .

.current level of funding." 384
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We thought the Governor was sincere, we thanked him
and went to see Don Stephens and Nelson Allen, Chairmen
of the Education Committee's in the Hpuse and re-
spectively. Seems to me we called both out of chambers.
They listened with perplexed looks on their faces and,
though somewhat wary and non-committal, they agreed
to the joint committee meeting.

.

Charles Clark's foregoing account and the account of the hearing were
corroborated in substance by three other superintendents who shared the ex-
perielce. Thesinly other "pre-hearing" item of note was agreement among these
superintendents and two former SDE employees that there were rumors among
some SDE employees that their salary increases were not as large as they
should have been under Lyman Ginger because of "... the money that was ap-
propriated for the regions." It mattered not that the rumor was patently
untrue, the rumor influenced, the attitudes of some SUE employees.* That,
accordilusto several testimonies in and out of the Department: added to employee
resentment of the growing influence of the field. "We were prodding them to get
off their butts," said one superintendent. "Ginger and Birdwell and a few others
in the Department liked it, but many of them didn't. It was obvious that some
,resented attending our regional meetings when we asked for thehN"

The Hearing. In Kentucky, the legislature meets in regular session
only in even-numbered years and then only for 60 days. The session starts
early in January and closes around the middle of March. When the joint leg-
islative hearing was promptly scheduled for March 8th by Representative
Stephens and Senator Allen, the LEA superintendents knew that time was run-
ning short. They sensed the difficulty of getting a budget item restored
after it had been dropped. Nevertheless, they were encouraged by their meeting
with the Governor.

On March 8,
i

1976 the hearing room in the Court of Appeals building in
Frankfort was full with an estimated 125-130 people in attendance.

Dr. Jim Peyton, LRC (Legislative Research Commission)
staff, stated the hearing would be cooducteein the follow-
ing manner: Each side would be allotted 30 minutes with
each speaker being' allowed three minutes to testify; only
questions from members of the-Joibt Cafimittel on Educar
tion would be accepted; onlY,statements and questions
germane to Kentucky. Educational Development Regions
would be be permitted. Those in favor would testify

,

first.

Representative Don,Stephens, Chairman by mutual
agreement, called the hearing.to 'order and'welcomed
guests. He said the hearing was being held to obtain
factual information to enable the Joint Committee on
Education to make a recommendation on Kentucky Educa-
tional *Development.Regions' funding.[33]

*SDE salaries.are set by decisions,affecting all-state government employees.
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A photocopy of the record of the hearing (from which the preceding two

. paragraphs were taken) show's, under the heading, "Individuals Who Appear
Before the Committee, a register of the presenters "for" and "againtt"
the regions.

For the regions: (In the order shown on the register)

32

Don Sparks, superintendent, MayfieldCity Schools, Chairman, Region
John Ray, Superintendent, Dawson Springs City Schools, Chairman Region II
Charles Clark, Superintendent, Floyd County School, Chairman, Region XI
Elbert Hudson, Superintendent, Lee County Schools, Representing Region XI
W.M. Slusher, Superintendent, Bell County Schools, Representing Region X I

Hugh C. Adams, Superintendent, Jessamine County Schools, Chairman, Region xy
"JohngYansent, Director, Vocational Education, Region IX
Frank Bickel, Regional Director, Region IX

ti

Against the regions: ( In the order shown on the register)

Harry Newrilan, Personnel Manager, Ashland Oil, Ashland, Chairman,
Advisory Committee for EDR 10; FOrmer Chairman, FIVCO
Vocational Advisory Committee.

Ellis D. Harmon, Business Agent,.Ironworkers Local Union #769, Ashland.
Denver Ball, Superintendent, Fairview Schools, Ashland.
Richard Hopkins, Superintendent, McLean County Schools, Calhoun.
Raymond Barber, Deputy State Superintendent of Public Instruction
Donald Bale, Associate State Superintendent for Instruction
James Melton, Associate State Superintendent for Administration and

Finance.

According to the...tearing record, Denver Ball did not speak at the hearing

nor did he leave written testimony. The record contains written statements
from Ellis Harmon and Harty Newman, but no account of spoken comment from
Mr. Harmon. There were no written statements filed by the three representatives
of SDE. Richard Hopkins filed a one-page list of figures which appears to

be unrelated to tegional matters. Four of the "pro=regiore s rfttendents
filed written statements and all eight of the advocates made ora tatements4

_ The arguments of the advocates included the three main reasons the
regions were created: better SDE servfte to the field, closure between
general and vocational education, and greater sharing and cooperation
among local districts. In addition to listing some educational services
provided, one or two presenters al o mentioned cooperative purchasing as
a benefit.

Hugh Adams said that the schools in Region XV had accomplished more
cooperatively in the six months of the region's existence than they could

have accomplished in a year otherwise. In addition to listing programs underway

and planned, ". . .he said that for the first time. . .in 25 years, he felt more
a partner with the State Department of Education and not just a recipiegt of
rules and regulatfons."[34]
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W.M. Slusher said, u% . .regionalization is the opposite of bureaucracy,
since it makespeople feel a bigger part of the program."[35]

Elbert Hudson pointed out that a-state investment of only $31,000 for

the tor, the secrefoy, and for ,office maintenance bought the coor

a regional program costing more than $550,000. He indicated hat

cooperation on a regional level made possible programs th'at rural di ricts

could- not individually afford arid, in some program areas, it made po ible

.13 level of prog quality:the districts could not individually achiev

Ali fn all, pe aps the greatest benefitf for me is the opportunity to s-

cuss with Other superintendents similar oblems and enjoy the m ual sup-

port in solving a problem on I regional sis.136]

This excerpt from pages one a two of the. hearing record is tlie re-

.corder'scaceount of Mr. Clark's to imody.

Mr. Charres Clark . . . said that for the first time fI4

.

41..

Io, in history, local school boards and superintendents have
.

had a regional voice in dealing with the State Department
of .Education and the State Board of Education; that rather
than separately taking problems-to Frankfort; they met
collectively' with people of the various divisions of the 1-./

1 Department in the regions to swip'ideas on dealing with'
problems and formulating plans for future actions benefit-

ting children. He said that collectively,.4bey qualified

- for federal grants which none of the seven schpol systems
could qualify.for individually. pe also said that for the

first time there has been complete understanding between
elementary-sedondary education and vocational educatioh; 4,
that the regioparidea is not just another layer of burea-

. cracy, it is the best thing to happen to elementary-secon-
;dary and 'vocational education in the last decade and that
it has-jhst startdd showing results.. He said to defund

, the program at this time would be to admit that Kentuckians
cannot coplOpiith regionalization.

, . .
.

.
The recorder's account of the .presentations ofithOse listed *against"

. the regions is quite brief. That account mentions only.five presenters,

. even though two others signed the register and one of them.(Harmon) fil

en statement. Tbreg of the five presenters were staff members of t

SDE. e of them offered biting criticism of EDRs. (this does not m

their post e was no effective.). Here is the recorder's accouni-Wir Bab

Bale and MeT n.[31] . .N

33

, 0
Raymohd Ba,terDeplity Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion, stated that regionalization will not'be phased (At, but
will be reevaldated and that funds will be directed in.areas
thatthe aaministrationfeels need attegtion. He said that 0
Unanimity was lacking among statd Department of Education
personnel and s'uperintenden'ts in support of the Educatidnal

Developpenti Regions and that the most logical 6.14 todo'is
to flow money to local districts.

014
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Don Bale, Associate Superintendent for Instruction,. ' r*

gave no objection to regionaltzatton but expressed con- 46 1M
cern'about their direction and the duplication and dual ,

. authority among the regional staff.
Jim Melton, Associate Superintendent for Adminttration

.
and Finance, said that he hadodt assigned any of his ,

staff to regions since he felt they should-be accountable
o himlnd the Superintendent of Public Instruction.

_ .. .

The recorder then went on to say that Hopkins " . . .spoke against regidn-

afiiation and stated that. . .he supported his (Dr. Graham's) budget, that he.

preferred that money come directly to-the, districts.'

The statement of Ellis Harmon, the Business Agent from Ashland'Iron-

worke'rs' Union, read in part,[38] . .

P. . :The Governor, in'concurrenCe With the Department
of Education, has eliminated funding KEDR in his executive

.

budget which indicates to us something we have known for
some period of time, which is that'KEOR, Region 9, 10 and
11, has failed to provide services that it was intended to
provide to the unions, as well as industry. . . the unions

have not had an opportunity for input; nor has th'ere been
any communications betWeen KEDR, Region 9, 10 and 11,6and .%

the unions."

Although the recorder's account of Harry Hewman's presentation is.,

brief, his written statement is the longest one in the record.[39] The

statement reflects the tension between some jpocational people and the OR
in Ashland, ii,points to the Title III region as the correct one, and it

'hits hard at the "layer of bureaucracy" theme.
\,.. 4g

We are not infavor of regionalization in the way in
which it was introduced by the State Department of Edyca-

tion, Although it Was to have been a service organization,
in the area of vocational/technical education in particular,.;
it turned out.to be more of a regulatory organization. Al-

thou.gh it was to be locally controlled, when an ex-officio e

board of directors was brought together to form Region 10,
we found that the region had already been "formed', model

bylaws written, and staff selected. Although we were told
that regionalization was voluntary and would be locally

a

controlled, we found that the bylaws we wrote,and the
to staffing we recommended were simply not

acceptable at the,statelevel. Although we formed an

ex-officio board that represented all concerns "I4ith education

-- the school superintendents, representatives of labor,

business, and Indust*, the Development Districts, the
Community College, our regional university, and others, we
discovered that "special" meetings were being called by
representatives of the State Department of Education to
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"inform" the school superintendents of how regionalization
was to be introduced., Let me make it clear that not.all
members of the ex-officio board were invited to these
"special" meetings. .

While regionalizition was to bring t he services of the
State Department of Education closer to the local districts,
we found an additional layer of state bureaucracy being
added between the local districts and the State Department of
Education. While regionalization was to accomplish closer
coordination between'general education and vocational/tech-

,
nical education, the additional layer of bureaucracy was
confusing and frpstrating...in our region we had just com-
pleted a ratherfcomprehensive five-year plan for vocational/
technical education. This was accomplished through the cooper-
ation of the vocational advisory committee, school superin-
tendents, and an already existing regional vocational/tech-
nical administration. . .We felt we had reached a new level
of regional cooperationoand communication, and this cooper-
ation was immediately shattered by the introduction of
ROPES. . ....

,

.

Perhaps we shouldlook at why regionalization already
had an acceptance in our region. We already had a smooth '

functioning regional organization for vocational/technical
education with a five-year plan. We already had EKEDC
(Eastern Kentucky Educational Development Cooperative), a
consortia of thirty-two school districts. The original pro-
posal for regionalization known as RESA was endorsed by our"...
region. However, none of these thinkindicatdc( adding a
layer of bUreaucracy-reporting to the state revel, reorgan-
izing an already functioning regional vocational/technical .

orrganization or adding a state tax burden to the taxpayer.
erefore, whilp we bbvlously see the advantages of.regional-

ization, we are not-in favorof regionalization as we ex-
perienced it through ROPES. .

For regionalization to be,cost effective and successful,
the regional staff should be employees of a 'local school dis-
trict or the consortia of school districts. The staff should be

swerable to the consortia rather'than the state bureaucracy.
he region should be large enough to be cost effective such
s the eight regions that should have been functioning in
entucky for the past ten years. The money should flow to =

he district and/or the consortia rather than to the state
...... ...Ito be regulated and parceled out to the school districts.

Obviously, participation should be voluntary. In addition,
we believe that ways should be found to allow the regional
vocatio al/technicakadministration to becoMe a part of the

Ob
lape nsortia and to be more responsive to the local needs
on a imely Wis. Essentially the plan for accomplishing
this already exists and could have been functioning through .

the eight kentucky regions in.existence for the past ten years.
These regions can meet the criteria and do not add 'additional
cost to the Kentucky taxpayer. LFederal monies are available.
We feel that legislation is not required. The State Super-
intendent of Public Instruction already has the means through

A
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which he can be responsive to a local consortia voluntarily

foiming a regional organization. The State Department of Ed-
ucation can promote and endorse regionalization without fdrc-
ing it on the local 'areas.

Just as the testimony of _the advocates of the EORs had included the
majorreasons for their creation and their purported benefits, so too, did
the opponents hit most of the.arguments for their elimination. The dis-

satisfaction concerning the ambiguity ("dual authority") and the Depart-
ment's desire to retain control was, not emphasized nor eloquently spelled

out. It was also contradicted by some of Newmah's testimony that 'SDE did k

control the regions. But the Are fact that Barber, Bale and Melton ap-
peared and were listed as "against" was significant. The '"bureaucracy"

argument was emphasized by Newman as was the Ashland claim that EKEDC arra
the vocational region'made,0the ED region unnecessary.

, , ,

Again, according to Charles 'Clark and the corroboration of three
of his colleagues, therefwastno question about the favorable position of
those who testified for fife ragions.[40] ' ,

,,,

,
...1 . ,

*Solna of eserO d.the views of all or almost all .

of thetsuperintende is In our regions. On the other hand

there7Was reasonrto" egard the testimony of the opposition
as suspect. Half pf their speakers were from the Depart-

ment:97gutatio Raymond Barber, was "in" with Urroll
and GtahOcbut' elton'and Bale,had been open supporters
of the,rkagto nder Lyman Ginge?. They may have expressed .

honest,T some'aspectsabout somaspects of ED regions, but
neitherNoited his overall support of the concept of
regienalism. The one superintendent who opposed the regions

...in t} hearing was.a personal friend of Jim Graham from

Westerd Kentucky. He didn't say much except, "I support
Dr. Graham and his budget." Another superintendent was

there but he aid not speak. There were two others there

from Ashland representing a vocational region that opposed
.ED regions, but I believe only one of them spoke: They

\were there because they oppoied consolidation of the voca-

tioltal region witp ROPES to begin. with, and they represented
the views of a deposed vocational director and a vocal Title

III director.' YOu Couldn't be sure-whether Jim Graham
supported their views about the regions Awhether they
supported his. Anyway, the'heariog was decidedly in favor

of the regions and we were confident the joint cocrimittee

would support them, But for whatever reason-- politics,
bppeisition of the Department employeq, the'strong negative

dftpublicity fr-Ashland over the years or just differences
in Dr-. Graham'sephilosophy -- the hearing must have been

, .

36

*this paraphrasing of a phone conversatiOn was read back to Mr. Clar.k and
checked with three other superintendents who Participated in the hearing.

a
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juii window-dress4ng. The joint committee did not recommend

continuation of the regions, our confidence notwith tanding.
Chicanery? 4I have often suspected the Govern plAYing
a game with us, of agreeing with the State perintendent
from the start, but I don't really know.

? Charles, Clark and his colleagues in the hearing were upset because Dr.
Graham had "a convenient conflict" and did not appear in the hearing where
the State,Supefintendent "should be expected to testify." And-they were
hurt because the associate state superintendents who h40 supported the EDRs
and whom they all respected, testified against the re ions. These parti-
sans felt there was an air of vagueness concerning th regions throughout
the early mdnths of 1976. As one put it, "We were ne er positive just what
happened or who did what.' Some thought the hearing was rigged. Charles
Chattin, the Ashland Vocational Education Director who was shifted out of
that positio; when ROPES (the forerunner name of EDRs) was created and who
was later reassigned to it by Dr. Graham,[41] said that the Senators and

Representatives knew what they were going to do when they went into the
hearing, but they were being polite and they listened. He said that the
opposition from Ashland and from the rest of the state hadsconyinced them
that the new regions had to go out of business. (According to Chattir,
the ten-person Vocational Advisory Committee in Ashland resigned in protest
when the new region was formed in 073 and sent complaining telegrams to

4 Frankfort pnd Washington. They continued their opposition with the.support
of the Ashland newspaper.) Lyman Ginger admits that the Ashland opposition
was vocal and visible, but adds t 'hat there was no similar opposition "from
the nest of the state." Opposition among the dissenting superintendents
fhcluded Denver Ball, Chattin's brother-in-law, who is the superintendent
who signed the register.,at .the hearing, but did not testifyor submit a
written statement.

.

Despite the-suspicion of pro-region superintendents and the claim of
Charles Chattin that,the hearing was a polite charade, there were substant-
,ive claims to the contrary in the interviews. Don Stephens, who chaired
the 'hearing, recalls lsimply that the testimony of the advocates was not
strong enough to get the appropr4ation restored. Though the record sug-
gests otherwise, Mr. Stephens'.perception was that, "They emphasized co-
operative purchasing. You don't need a region to do that and we wer4 more
concerned about services to the children and the teachers." A key observer
and background participant, in some of the officials' discussions concerning
the regions was Dr. Donald Van Fleet, then the education liaison person to
the Governor and the Legislative Research Commission, and now the Director
of SDE's Planning and Research Division. ,q said, "The hearing was on the
level. Some members of the committee were ersuaddd and voted to restore
the regions. A majority 41s not persuaded; matey y-apparently tried to bal-
ance service against cost apd decided.that maybe it wasn't worth it.. After
all, though the costs were not high,, they were escalating rapidly. There
was no rollcall vote, but the tally wasfairly close. Had there been-political
arm-twisting the'vote would have been more one-sided.

The Collapse:. The Joint Corpmittee vote. sealed the fate of EDRs. Ho one
knows what, beside the testimony itself, influenced the ltigislators.

Or.



Certainl , nb one emerged as a hero who claimed responsibility for "saving
money" of for "wiping out a bureaucratic threat and unnecessary offices."*
There c ntinues to be mystery aboutIthe primary influence upon the de-
funding decision. Perhaps this case study and other deliberations about
the discontinuation of the. regions focused too much on the education com-
munity and not enough on the possiifility of influence from the 'Office of

Local Government (OLG). The ADD regions, which arg.responsible to OLG,
Were prominent in the minds of the educators when the EDRs were formed,
in part, as a defense against the intrusion of ADDs into education.. It
would not have been surprising if QLG used its influence with 'a ne* ad-.
'ministration to capitalize its coolness toward the regions.

At the suggestion of Wendell Sutler, the three-time State Superin-
tendent and current Secretary of the Education and Arts Cabinet, the'pro-
ject consultant interviewed an ADD official. Mr. Gordon Mullins, Regional
Coordinator for ADDs in OLG, explained the purposes and program of the
ADDs and commented on the existence and demise of EDRs. He indicated

that,[42]

. . . .One of ADDs' primary functions i's planning. But

it is no longefleasible for_an isolated agency to do plan-
ning. . .It has also been the policy for ADDs to stay out of
the service delivery functions because thit would be compet-

ing with other agencies. . .This will change. . .it has al-

ready'done so in some other states. . .The EDRs failed be-

Illi

cause they had no real function to carry out. . .they did

. not get involved in t educationtl planning process. . .

Because of the distrus among school officials ADD legisla-
tion was passed which told us to ''stay out of education". . .

Should EDRs be started.up again? Something is needed. . .

there are"too many local school districts (especially in
Northern Kentucky): ..Can they start another network with-
out another layer of bureaftracy?

School officials should be tied into ADD for technical
and advisory assistance, at least. For example, we know
when there will be skewed grcirth, school and recreational
development should-be planned together and shared. . .one

of my gripes about the ED regions was that they said that
'they wanted to work with us, but it just didn'ttappen in
most places. 1.

Mr. Mullins said that the schools and ADDs could probably, work togeth-
er best if there were education regions that tooperatpd willingly with ADDs.
Wendell Butler felt that Mullint was right, that ADDsproblbly would have

. preferred a close relationship with the ED regions rather than to see them
eliminated.

b

h
ii
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*Note the Goveinor's statement (p.281 "...the regional boards will be

maintained...," they were not maintained) and Barber's, "...regionalism will

snot be phased out...," (p.33). Both implied a temporary move. Apparently, no

A
.4

I

. one wanted credit for the demise.

-
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Yet Mullins' vocabulary when discussing EDR's sounded like that used
by opponents in early 1976 and one must wonder itthe ADDs were looking
for an opportunity to get new business upon the abnlishmentwof the regions._
A person on the 04pitol scene at that time said that the real influence of
OLG nevericame o lig That office, in some states an effective adver-
sary of educa ion, c tes with the schools for money. It is politically

powerful beca a is involvement with all the mayors and other local,
and county offic als, and it has the clout to effectively exploit "fortu-
itous circumstances "" According to the consultant's source, OLG exerted

and effective influence that contributed to the defunding decision.

. . .

There is some feeling that the defunding decision was expected to be
changed and that the State Superintendent and/or the Governor would produce
an alternative to EDRs with some changes in the funding and governance.
Dr. Van Fleet worked with some consultants in hastily designing an alter-
native because he understood that the regions were going to be.changed,
not eliminated, But the alternative plan was never released. Perhaps

it was doomed by the joint dommittee's decision or because it was unaccept-
-lable to Dr. Graham and/or Governor Carroll.

39

Wendell Butler talked to Graham in early 1976 and sugges d that he support

some appropriation for the regions if he wanted to change th , because, "Once .

the money is taken out of the budgetrit is hard to get .it back." But the

regions were not continued. beyond June 30, 1976. No matter how noble the intent

and design of the ED regions in the minds of their designers and supporters, the
network didsnot have the time to develop its potential. It had many advocates,

but not enough for survival.

/V. PERCEPTIONS PROBE

Ong_major phase of the multi-state study of ESAs sought the perceptions
of ESA executive officers'and selected SEA,officials concerning state sys-
tems of ESAs. In Kentucky, perceptions of former SDE officials as well as

those of current officials were examined. The perceptions instrument used
in twenty-six other states was slightly modified for use in Ken cky with 4

reference to EDRs. It asked the respqndents tb indicate the fol

k Paft A: Who were the proponents and opponents of the initial estab-
lisament of EDRs (1972-75) and who were the ntoponents and opponents of
the continuation of the EDRs (1976)? Furthermore, among the proponents

and opponents, who were the most influential?

Part B: To what exteht (from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree")

does each of twenty-eight statements represent an advantage or a disadvan-

tage of EDRs, when they existed?
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Part C: o what extent (including "not applicable" and ranging from
"strongly agr e" to "strongly disagree") does each of, seventy -nine state-
ment% repre tnt an issue concerning EDRs when they egisted? [These stet-
milts were grouped according to establishment (10), governance (14), organ-
itation and management (6), finance (18), programming (8), staffing (9),
faciWtes (3), SDE-EDR relationships (4) and CEA-EDR relationships (7).]
Ftlowing the seventy-nine statements, officials were asked to write the
orb, two or three reasons that EDRs did not survive inKentucky.

Part -6: What services should be offered to whom if regions should
exit in the future?

Part E: To what extent, if any, is each of ten research and develop-
milt possibilities for regionalism of interest to Kentucky respondents?

Res ndents

,

As indicated in the introduction, fifteen responses for each item were
requ6ted, including those of Dr. Graham and Dr. Ginger, the current and
Corder State Superintendents, respectively, and their Deputy Superintendents,
Mr./Barber and Mr. Alexander. From the two categories of current and 'former
SD4' officials a third group was established consisting of fairer EDR dir-
ectors; In Kentucky, the EDR directors were alto employees of SDE. Four
of the five former directors contacted are pow current SDE staff. Twelve
of e fifteen pertons reuonded as indicatedoin Table 8. Generally, replies
were clus e into three groups -- former EDR directors (4), current SDE
employees 3) and former SDE employees (5).

TABLE 6

CONTACTS AND REPLIES ON PERCEPTIONS INSTRUMENT

r .

Total
Current

SDE Employees

'...!

Former
SDE.Employees

'Contacts Replies Contac ts Replies Contacts Replies
,

State ,Superintendent 2 1 1 1 1-
.

Deputy State Supt. 2 2 1 l' - 1 1

Dir., Regional Serv. . 1 1 1

Sr. Finance Officers 2 ,........21--------R.: 1
e

1 ' 1

Sr. piaicraiWar-- a
Research Officiald

.

3

.

3

.

1 1 2 2

>

'.Sub- totals 10 8 . 4 3 6 5'

Fo-mer EDR Directors* 5. 4 ... 4 3 5 4

Totals 15 .

_A.
12 8 -6 11 . 9
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..Responses

Proponents and Opponents. Current employees of SDE did not respond
to this part of the instrument. There was no polarization of replies from
EgR directors and former SDE persons, thus the nine respondents were treated
as one group. Table 7 clearly shows'the switch in perceived proponency and
opponency from the establishment period (1972-75) to.the continuance issue
(1976). All nine respondents saw Lym4n Gingeras_a_propongnt of EDRs, eight
of them saw James Graham as an opponent; and six and five respondents, respec-
tively, identified them as influential. All other positions in the table,
excipt for LEA supeEintendentS and board mobers, follow a similar pattern.
The 1975 election brought a new Governor and awnew State SupeFintendent to
office in 1976. There was also a different Deputy State Superintendent in
1976.

- TABLE 7

PROPONENCY AND OPPONENCY
OF ESTABLISH ENT AND CONTINUANCE.OF EDRs

,-AECOADING TO NINE RESPONDENTS

. \)

. -

Establishment (1972-75) Continuance (1976)

Proponents Opponents Proponents Opponents.

Governor 1 - 2 +0
Legislators afc 2 , 2

State Superintendent 3 +0 .

.

3 +0
OtherKey SDE Staff* ' IV 0 2 +0
LEA Superintendents**

3 4.(2) 1

( 7 +1°1

1

LEA Board Members 7 I 5

"NuMbersin the table which are circled indicate the number of zedpondents
who marked particulir persons or grodPs as "influential" proponents or
opponents. The circled number should be added to any other number in
the same box to get the total number of reslionddnts who identified persons
or groups as proponents or opponents.

*under "proponents" were listed the Deputy State Superintendent and the
State Superintendent's cabinet. Under "opponents"sierelisted the Deputy
State Superintendent and the SDE Bureau Chiefs.

. .

**One-respondent indicated that Superintendents of small LEAs were oppon-
ents during establishment, but proponents in 1926. Anothel identified the
LEA oppnents in 1976 as "selected."

49
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Advantages and Disadvantages of;EbRs. Table A-1 in the appendix includes,
107 items. Twenty-eight refer to the advantages and disadvantages of EDRs and
seventy-nine refer to frequently cited issues. In consideration of the small
number of respondents for these 107 items, the statistical results must be
viewed with caution. Their primary value resides in the possible confirmation
and possible refinement they lend toAnterview data. Throughout Table A-1 the
means of the perceptions of three grOups of officials were graphically represented
to facilitate reading of the extent Of agreements and differences among the
groups. The graphic representation of the means generally agrees with the
computer analysis of the response distribution for the twelve respondents.
The replies with significant diffeyeues to the .05 level are indicated by (D)
in the,table. The next level of significance, from .05 to .10 is shown by (d).
Although the n (3) for the current SDE officials is small, the mean is useful
because the range of reponses was not great. For example, in advantages
and disadvantages, all three current.officials chose the same response sixteen
times among the twenty-eight items.

The inquiry into-the advantages and disadvantages of EDRs found the opinion
of current SDE officials to be lets Yavorable to the regions and generally more
conservative. Rarely do the responses vary beyond the 'agree" and "disagree"
ranges. Also, the replies of this group tend to stand alone in contrast to the
tendency of former dir.ectors and farmer SDE officials to share their more
extreme "strongly agree" and "stronglP disagree" responses in this portion of
the perceptions probe. The replies of the directors were slightly more extreme
in support of the regions than were thole of the pro-region former Frankfort
officials. Item twenty, "EDRs can be more effective than the SDE in helping
LEAs to change the state system of schools," at .20, is out of the statistical
range used for significance because of the Ttermediate views of the former SDE
officials. But there is marked difference between the views of current SDE
officials and those of he former SDE directors on this important claim of ESA
advocates. Whereas current officials tend to disagree, EUR directors tend to
strongly agree.

The distribution orthe replies provides confirmation of interviews,
and telephone contacts. It shows that the groups tend to agree as often 4s
they disagree, but that the differences in their beliefs-4n-very critical
items like resource use (1), quality of service (2), communication (8), dys-
function (12) and local control (13) provide part of the explanation for the
elimination of"the regions by the current administration. While there were
no real surprises in these data, theye is a,reminder that the beliefs of the
field directors in the "regional concept" matched or exceeded those of their
former mentors and advocates.

.

Frequently Cited Issues. From ttie many issues which have conceped
service agencies in half the states, seventy-nine were used in the Kentucky
study. In Table A-1 they were grouped according to establishment, ten items,
governance, fourta(n items, organization and management, six items, finance,
eighteen items, programs and services, eight items, staffing, nine items,
facilities, three items, SDE-EAR relationships, four items, and LEA-EDR re-
lationships, seven items. To the response scale used foy "advantages and
disadvantages" was added "not applicable." Once again the means of the thrte
groups of respOndents were plotted as shown in Table A-1, with (D) and (d)
inserted to show where responses varfed to the .05 level and to the .10 level,
respectively. In computing megns, respondents for "not applicable" were dropped
(in 28 of 237 calculations). Item one sunder "staffing" was plotted as "not
applicable" for all groups. (There is no such Vtgislation.),
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Perhaps, the most striking aspect Of thts inquiry, into "issues" is the
rarity with which any of the three groups "strongly agrees" that something
was an issue concerning the EDRs in Kentucky. One would expect that an en-
vironment which produced and then eliminated regions wol.-N,have been charac-,.
terized by controversy and by the surfacing of several issues, with at least;
a few becoming prominent and emotion-laden. Apparently, however, aside from
the strong criticism of the Ashland dissidents and the AshTand Daily Inde-
pendent, the state was not embroiled imcontroversy.about EDRs. The dlf-
ferences between the groups was, nevertheless, significant. In twenty-two
of seventy-nine instances they met the .05 or .10-levels. Thefe were, at
least, five other differences worthy of note despite their failure to meet the
statistical-criterion of .10. The three groups tended to agree twice as Often
as they substantially disagreed.

In establishment issues, the hazard of statistical placement on only thred
responses is, perhaps, illustrated by disagreement among current SDE officials,
that there are "too many" or "too few" Ent, but agreement that the "geographic
region of EDRs was too great." The differences in postur4 concerning establish-
ment suggest that current officials lean- ,.toward the cooperative design rather
than the EDR structure for regions. This is consistent with interviews of,Dr.
Graham and his senior staff.

There was statistical Msagreement on half of the fourteen 'governance
issues, with two of these departing from the previous groupings as the-EOR
directors stood apart from both SDE staff g,oups in'the exclusion of non-
public schools from advisory arid governance groups (items twelve and thir-
teen). The difference expressed on item fourteen, though above the .10
level, tends to reflect the interview crAticisth from current staff members
that lay boards for the EDRs would have en preferable, that the regions
were run by profeisionals ministering to themselves.

The EDR directors and former officials did not find,carrent officials
agreeing with them on any of the six items under organization and manage-
ment, althciugh only the sixth Met the statistical test. (Others were .13,

i, .32, .16 and .20.) That sixth issue, behavior of board members, is
also an important governance question. Current officials are presumably
again questioning the appropriateness of LEA superintendents as board_mem-
bers. Are they too "operation prone"'to confine their EDR roles to 15rogram
selection and policyd9atters?

In the first thirty issues and, first three categories (establishment,
governance; organization and management) the perceptions of the current
SDE officials again stand alone, with more critical views of the regions
than the harmonic responsdi of the former directors and former SDE officials
in hpnkfort.

Only four of eighteen financial issues show statistical significange
in differences between the respondent groups. Three of these are a bit per-
plexing because they show the same pattern,of responses to claims that EDR
financing favored low-wealth, high-weilth and high effort LEAs. Since the
Kentucky network was essentially seen as state-financed, favoring neither the
rich nor poor, it could be described as "disagreement" that any LEA was favored,
or as "agreement" that all were favored. Of more interest 4re responses to,
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"SDE regulations for financing EDRs were too restrictive," and "EDR financing

system was not reliable," items two and three. Standing apart from the views of

current officials and former directors, are the contentions of former officials
that the system was not "too restrictive" and that it was "reliable." While
differences on the latter °characteristic are not statistically significant, it
seems that the stance of former officials is unexpected because the system,
unsupported, by legislation, easily allowed elimination of tie fynding. Yet the

responses are consistent with interviews. Lyman Ginger and,William Birdwell,

for example, saw the approach to financing as sound, its failure to be supported
by their successors, as unfortunate. The tendency of both the current -officials

and the former directors to agree that the system was too restrictive supports
the view that the money flow should have been different, and it contrasts with
the tendency of former SDE.officials to believe that local districts had great
influence, over the EDRs.

Responses to those two finance statements illustrate a change in the group

alignment. The heretofore congruence of.the views of EDR directors and former

,- employees has shifted. These former field persons here attain an intermediate
position between the other two groups or depart therefrom to agree with current
officials as often as with former ones. -

There is close agreement among all three groups in their responses to
programming, staffing and facilities. The exceptions under programming are

found in items seven and eight. The EDR directors and current employees differ
from former employees concerning the EDR program participation of nonpublic
.schools. In item, eight, current officials do not share the view that EDRs were

adaptable. There were no significant differences in staffing and facilities

issues.

In sharp contrast to the thr ee previous categories in the perceptions
probe, there are five statistically significant differences within the last

two categories. Under SDE-EDR relationships the views of the directors
stand apart from those of the other two groups in terms of "SDE attention
to EDRs" (2), and in terms of SDE resistance to EDRs (3) and (4). Inter-

views indicated that problems with SDE stet:Luse of EDRs existed at. the

bureau rather than at the senior staff level. These instrument responses

confirm the view of some LEA superintendents that the 1976 internal resis-
ts tance of some SDE employees influenced or bulwarked the views of State

Superintendent Graham and his deputy, Raymd'nd Barber.

Only two Of the seven LEA-EDR relationship issues show significant statis-
tical differences, yet current officials agree with each of the seven negative
statements and the directors` and former officials, together again, disagree.
Current officials portrayed the network as too costly (in terms of services
rendered), bureaucratic (lack of LEA involvement) and coercive (LEA resistance

to SDE and EDRs). Responses to item five, "LEAs not supportive of more state
funds for EDR programs," reflect the different claims concerning the extent of
LEA support in 1976 at the time of the Joint Legislatiye Committee hearing on

the regions.

, Concluding the survey of issues w as an invitation for respondents to

write in their perceptions of the one, two or three most important reasons
for the abolishment of EDRs. One respondent declined, the other eleven
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Cost

Program costs for EDRs were growing at a rate that detracted from the
overall operation of the Department of Education. (1)

LEA Dissatisfactions
tEAs (were) not involved in planning prior to the inception of region-

al organization. (1)

Tht fact that the director and assistant director of EDRs were techni-
cally state employees and (required) approval by the State.Superintendent
caused some concern on the part of LEAs. (1)

SDE Dissatisfactions .

Key (SDE) officials felt-there was a.loss of control to EC/Rs. (2)
Conflicts existed 'over the responsibilities of personnel. (2)
Kentucky'g large and regulatory SDE perceived the EDRs as potentiil

power bases for LEA superintendents who might then effectively pressure
for fewer restrictions. (1)

The SDE viewed the EDRs as rival agencies, closer to LEAs and better
-able to provide needed services. (1)

Working relationship with SDE (was) not resolved -- EDRs became a
threat. (1)

TABLE 8

'PRINCIPAL REASONS-CITED-BY RESPONDENTS
FOR THE ABOLISHMENT OF EDRs

Lack of strong support (existed) within SDE from assistant state sup-
erintendents. (1)

(The EDRs) seemed to be caught in some kind of power struggle. (1)

Operation
EDRs sometimes acted too independently. (1)
The EDRs tried to accomplish too much too fast. (1)

4

Competition
Competition with Title III Regions. (2)
Other state agencies had been phased out, funds and services .were picked

up by EDRs. (1)

Change in State Administratio
Change in state administration leaders -- they felt it (EDRk) could be

a political threat. (1)
The newly elected Superintendent of Public Instruction was,opposed to

the regions. (3)
State Superintendent (newly elected) believed in local control, wanted .

all the money to go to LEAs. He did not understand the role, and function
,of regional organizations. (1).

It.took only the word of the Governor, Superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion and the Deputy Superintendent to abolish (the regions). Not even the
State Board of Education was asked to act. (1')

Lack of understanding (existed) on the part of the Governor and legis-
lators. (1)

45
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__produced-twenty-four-sta tements-that-were not included among th the^,ty-

eight items listed under advantages and disadvantages or the seventy-nine

issues that preceded this exercise. The reasons compensate for the limita

tions in the adqptatton of a multi-state state instrument for particular
application to Kentucky. Table 8 contains the reasons as written by the

respondents, except for omitted statements which were almost duplicates of
-%

statements included from others. Numbers in parenthes in the table indicate

the frequent), of the, tatement.* It is important to n hat nineteen of the

twenty-four responses obtained from eleven persons wer the categories of
the,

dissatisfactions, competition and the change in state administration.
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II

Possible Future Programs. The twelve respondents were asked to iden-'

tify programs and services which should be offered in the future if they
believed regions should exist. If they believed regions should not exist,
they were asked to skip this exercise and proceed to the next one, _Tyio of the

three current SDE employees did so. One former director who believes regions
should exist did not select any programs as he or she explained that programs

. .should not be identified until after funding and operational questions

are,resolved." Thus, the tables which follow, 9 and 10, are based upon nine
respondents -- one current official, three former, directors and five former

SDE officials. r /" .

gossibleResearch Priorities. For each of ten possible research areas '

replies were tabulated according to the three groups of respondents previ-
ously used and according to the importance level of the possible priority.
Each level was weighted to enable computation of a cumulative score or to-

tal weight for each area. Table 11 lists the research areas in descending

order of importance according to total weight. Table A-2 in the appendix

shows the response distribution.

After-a listing of programs and services which respondents believe should
be offered if regions are re-established, the perceptions probe was closed

with a tabulatiOn of possible research priorities.. Heading the list of ten

perceptions according to weightings of the. responses were a study of the
cost effectiveness of regions and a study of theft organizational effective-,.

ness.

Summiry of-Perceptiops'Probe

Twelve of the fifteen people re tested to participate, in the petcep-

tions probe did so. The nine vho replied to proponency and opponency
generally indicated that field people (the LEA superintendents and board
members) remained steadfast in their advocacy of the regions through 1972-
75 and through the time of the, 1976 Joint Legislative Coninittee hearing on

EDRs. (This would have been disputed by some current officials had they

chosen to respond to this exercise.) The shift from proponency to opponency

was most pronounced in the state supprintendency, but clear shifts were

also perceived in the'goverhor!s office and in SDasenior staff. Most of

these-people were part of the new administration Rich came to office in

1976.
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TABLE' 9-

RESPONSES OF THOSE WHO BELIEVE
CERTAIN OR PROGRAMS SHOULD BE OFFERED,IN THE FUTURE (n=9) 111

At

4

. Number of
Respondents

Indir bt Instruction
(In uctional Support)

Mahgement Services

9

A
8

3

5',

3 '-

7

44

8

9

-9

7

8

9

4

8

8 .

5

7

7

,8

7

5

6

8

7

t o

q

Programs Which'
Should be Offered

Handicapped
Vocational.
Adult Education
Bilingual'

Pupil Personnel
Pre-Kindergarten.
Migrant
General Academic
Other (Gifted)

Media

Curriculum Seivic
Staff qevelopment
Data Processing .

Research & Development
Planing Services
Pupil Personnel
Federal Programs

£taff Development
.Oata Processing..

.'

-

Financial Serviops
Research & Deveopment

; .Planning Services
,.-/ . Evaluation Services ..

. t federal Programs
.

. Personnel Services A.
. . el Transportation Services

. information Services
legiglative Services
Other (Group Bidding)

.47..
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TABLE 10

PERCEPTIONS OF RESPONDENTS CONCERNING 'FO aIBCE FUTURE_PROGRAMS OF EDRs
FOR THE, STATE "DEPARTMENT OF E UCATION AND OTHER

7,-PUBLIC AGENCIES (nt9)

Category of . Number Favoring
Programs- p Servides'for SPE

Ihstructional Services
Stiff. Development
Data Processing

' Financial Services
,s Research & Development

Planning Services
Federal Programs
Legislative Services
Teacher Certification
Information Services
Field Milts

Number favoring
Services to PubljO
Agencies Other Than
SDE and LEAs

7 5 r-1
8 5

6

3 . 4.

7 6

7 5

5

. 5

(excluded)
7 5

2 (excluded)

. . jai 11
:

.

RANKINGS OF POSsIBLE'RESEARCH PRIORITIES
(Highest possible total weight = 48) 'I

Ranking Pbssible Priorities Taal Weight

V., - 2 Cost effectiveness (3)*

1 -2 .Orgariiiational effectiveness (4)

3 Criteria for allocation of
functions (7)

Attitudes ofl.EAS (1) ;

Alternative financembdels (6)

Role in intergoverniental
relations. (10) -. . sa

Equal accessibility to region-
al programs 12)

,..

, 8 , AlterhatiVe ;governance models. (5)

' : 9 , D'esign'requiremenAlfor non-
metro regions (9)

1pH . Design requirements for '

'.regions7 P , metro- oriented (8).

35

'35

-28

27

. 26

22

2g

21

17

14

.

*Nortibers in parentheses refer to priority number in Table A-2,33. 70, 71.

48
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The distribution of the replies of the twelve participants.waslinalyzed
for statistical significance Tin 107 items covering advantages and disadvan-
tages of EDRs and issues concerning EDRs. There were significant stptisti-
cal differences,on tifenty -nine items. Replies were also broken into three
groups according to respondents, and the means were plotted for each of the
107-items. The graphed means agreed,with the statistical Offerences and
revealed a few other .contrasts and agreements worth noting./ The results
reinforce the interview data and, while outnumbered two to one by general
agreement, critical differences are identified. Political issues were not
included in the seventy-nine issue statements, but they and the "power con-
cerns" in SDE were among the abolishment reasons formulated by respondents
in yesponseto an open4ended qUestion. /

. After a listing of programs and services which respondents believe
should be offered if regiohs are reestablished; the perceptions probe-was
closed with a tabulation of possible research priorities. Heading the list
of ten perceptiordaccording to weightings of the responses were a study
of the cost effectiveness of regions and a study of their organizational
effectiveness.

VI. OBSERVATIONS
S.

49'

There is no parallel between the fate of the EDR network in Kentucky and
the fate of regional networks in opter states. Some states have eliminated
the county superintendencies as se ?rice agencies, but they were succeeded by
new networks deemed more suitable for today's needs., Even in Ohio where there
are multiple and overlapping networks, each one has had a longer life than
the EDRs. It is the intent of this section to explain the uniqueness of the
Kentucky experttnce by discussing possible weaknesses of the regions and the
Kentucky governmental arringethents for education.

First, however, it is appropriate to put the discussion in proper'perspec-.
ti've. There was much to commend the state about its EDRs. The planning was
excellent. Very meager resources were stretched.creatively, and the State
Superintendent and certain of his, senior staff were uncommonly committed to
the regions. Lyman Ginger created a 'Division of Regional Services, a step
that greatly aided the regions despite some resentment within SDE. He and
his Regional Director, William Birdwell, worked to get increased funding for
the regions, but they did not measure the effectiveness of the regions in
terms of expenditures. They sensed that communications within the state system
of elementary and secondary education were improving and that LEAs were learning
to work together better. Dr. James Graham, the current State Superintendent was
the most important critic of the regions. Yet he observed that, "They helped
the LEAs to raise their sights and improve their perspectIve."[43]

.

Other important evidence of the success of the regions resides in the
considerable number of field programs initiated in a shot time, in the testi-
mony of client% as well as the testimony'of'those who provided the service,

4 and in the remarkable spread of the network--statewide in fout years through
voluntary establishment procedures. It is likely that the EDRs would be alive
and growing in any other State.

*r
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If.these statements are essentially true, why all the hindsight,judg-
ment which follows? Lt may seem presumptious for an observer to talk about

. Kentucky's mistakes wheh it did so many things well. .Yet therein lies the
--value of the case study. The 'Kentucky expefience offers great opportunity

for other states to study and improve their models of existing or planned ESAs.
The study may also prove useful if Kentucky should undertake the establishment
of a new regional network or the re- establishment of EDRs.

Establishment

"Plan Participants: This post-mortem report suggests that, had time
permitted, more grass roots involvement n planning the EDR network would have
increased the numberdof its advocates and enhanced its survival. The signal

restriction for educational planning ip Kentucky is that planning and action be
completed in four-year cycles if it pertains to major programs reqiiTingthe
advocacy of the State Superintendent. The.time tonstraints on eatly,planning

are enormous. , ./

Dr. Ginger invited selected LEA superintendents into SDE before the tenta-;

tive state plan was 4Ken to the State ,Board of Education. Their general
reactions were favorableand the plan, after adoption by the board, was imple-
mented. Perhaps the 19/6 advocacy 9f the LEA superintendents would have been

even stronger than claimed if they had been represent'ea on SDE's Regionalization
Committee. One could also make a case,for involving and seeking the support 9f
the Kentucky Association of School Administrators (KASA), The Kentucky SChool
Boards Association (KW) and the Kentucky Education Association (KEA). SDE

officials may not have wanted to jeopardize their intentions with such sharing,
but it is likely that formal support of those agencies in 1276 would have
preserved the regions. Perhaps the most important omission from the planning
and participation in the establishment of the regions was representation from
the Kentucky Legislature. Kentucky is not the only, state in which state educa-

tion agency planners and researchers sometimes work in-relative isolation;
apparently unaware of, the, activities of their equally isolated counterparts on
the staffs of legislative committees. But the issue of the regions and their
establishment provides an embarrassing example of non-communication and non-.
involvement. SOE's "State Regionalization Plan",does not mention Research
Report No. 62 in the text, nor does it list the.report in its bibliography.
[44,45) In the course of the study, not a,single present or former ,S0E,planner
mentioned it. Yet this report of the Legislative Review Committee (LRC) devoted
sixteen of its twenty-six pages to the subject of educational regionalism aril it

recommended that, ". . . multi-district regional educational service agencies
(be created) to supply needed services to . ". districts, to be under their

direct control, and to be' funded both dirktly by the state and indirectly
through the Foundation Program." The report further suggested a modeldlof
regional agency "tyitable for Kentucky." The report was finished in December,
1971, on the heels of the Battelle Report that was completed for ,SDE in August
of the same-year, and just ahead of the SDE plan that was finished in April,
1972. The LRC report made no mention of the.work of Battelle or SDE, and the
SDE plan does not mention the work of LRC. The potential value of Kentucky's

planning documents on regions -- that from LRC as well as SDE's plan--was
partially neutralized, by their isolation at a time when they might have been

complementary.
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Monitatutory. The absence of a statutory basis for Kentucky EDRs made them
particularly vulnerable. Had the regions been created in statute there would
have been previous involvement and commitment of the executive and legislative
offices. Their abolishment would haie,required action of the entire legislature
andthe Corresponding necessity for I ndividual legislators to contend directly
with regional interests at the grass roots, level. It is unlikely that they
would have been,s0Sinterested in the regions or inclined to eliminate what they
had created,in quite recent history. The absence of statute allowed the State
Superintendent and the Governor to eliminate the regions with a single defunding
,attlon and without significant political risk. The tight time constraints under.
which Kentucky had to operate were very unrealistic. But an alternative to,the

edures,used by SDE might have been to seek legislative apprbval in 1974;
after r and mole,tietMed planning, with the involvement of legislative
representa ves with the goal' of establishing the -network in one fell
'swoop.

,--

Governanceand,SDE-EOR-LEA Relationships

Lay Involvement. One current member of SDE who has held an important
post in school finance for several years observed that there were many good
things about the regions and some critical weaknesses. Chief among the latter,
in his opinion, was the charge that, "They represented a bunch of professionals
doing things for themselves." He was referring to the fact that EDR boards of
directors were composed primarily of LEA superintendents and that the lay
involvement considered critical to LEA governance was missing from EDRs. ,This
observation was supported by Mr. Barber, the current deputy State Superintendent,
and other s. ,

One former director -said, "When they fifst introduced the idea of the
regions in our part of the state, the,LEA board members were not even invited to
the meetings It was composed of superintendents, ADD and college reps." Harry
Newman, (layman from Ashland), reported to_the Joint Legislative Committee at
ithe March 8th (1976) hearing tti&t, " . . we discoQred that 'special' meettogs
were called by . . . SDE to 'inforth' the school superintendents of how regional-
ization was to- be introduced. Let me make it clear that not all members of the
ex- officio ,board were invited . ." -

.
The SDE- planners of the egion's thought that the LEA boards would be

informed through their superintendents and through the approval process for the
interlocil agreements. In continuing governance, however, it was contfary to

.traditional polity and accountability modes in public education for the profes-
ional EDR boards to be free of the responsibility to report to lay groups.

Either the EDR boards should have been composed of lay citizens or thdre should
some responsibility.to report, at least one 'to four times 4year, to.

an assemb oi~ LEA board members. The absence of such provision may ha made
the ,EDRs suspect"nd it may have deprived them of advocacy in 1976. / .

.

Ambiguity. The ambiguo character of EDRs was deliberately designed.
It was advocated and constantly reinforced by Dr. Ginger and Mr. Birdwell on the
assumption that the regions should, develop into the pritioal interface between

J "
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the state and joct levels, th0 they should improve communication between the

.

two levels aid improve thercoordination. They did not intend that the.regions
and their directors should contrti LEAs 4n any way. They also felt that ambig-
uous roles, though sometimes - difficult to play, are, necessary at strategic

places in complex modern org izations.

Ambiguity, like other possible weaknesses attribdpld_to EDRs the project
consultant, did not kill the regions in and of itself. One could m unt a
reasonably good argument, on balance, that the concept was successfully implement-
ed by the EDR directors. But it was perhaps carried too far and it became

critical'in a young system with other health problems.

Bickel points out "The issue of governance surfaced early in the
or4anizational stages of the pilot RESA's (EDRs). Many superintendents were
skeptical about the potential rules that this'new organization might assume,
without, from their standpoint, Safeguards to protect local control . "[46]
Bickle (who concluded that there was no real immediate threat to local control)
was director of one of the few regions with serious dissidence among the superin-
tendents. Region IX was in the Ashland orbit where opposition to,EDRs was
strongest. This leads to two observatiorm,about the attitudes of Kentucky
superintendents about the regions:

1. Most of the superintendents favored the regions and many wer

vocal.advocates. Even in the Ashland and Bowling Green areas there wer e
more proponents than opponents. ACcording to the testimony of some dir ct-
ors, however, the majority of the superintendents were.krobably not deep
committed to the regions. More time was needed to,devellop depth of commit-

ments , s

2. The critical element about opposition among LEA superintendehts
was not numbers of opponents, but their effectiveness in a political
environment where one of their members and sympathizers was the new, State
Superintendent of'Public Instruction. ,

The ambiguity issue cannot be laid aside with a,discussion of LEA reactions
to EDR. It.is a sticky matter that must be dealt with wherever ESAs exist or

are contemplated. It may be the most critical aspect of the quality of the
linkage between the state and local levels. On balance, Kentucky seems to have
done well in two aspects and not,so well in two others. Though the views of a.
minority, of superintendents helped bring them down, thp regions fared well by

most superintendents, They were also fornate enough to.have the ambiguity
role reasonably well played by most regioffal 'directors.*

.*This was attested to by several in the interviews, including Ginger) and

Birdwell. One director felt that most directors needed training and more
insight into two critical requirements for the directors - -tie ability to work
properly between two mastersi.(the SDE and the LEAs) amdAe ability to be an
effective group leader (with LEA superintendents and others): The weight of
testimony, however., is that most regional directors were reasonably capable and
sucgessfulin their jobs.
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Less successfulin dealing with ambiguity were,the other workers in the
regional offices and the SDE employees in Frankfort who resented the growing -

influence of the LEA; through the regions. The expectation that several people

on the regional staffs (vocational educators, special education staff and others

paid by the state but serving LEAs) might handle the dual authority condition
well or cooperatively plapsecond fiddle to the regional directors was not
supported by general practice. Only in Kentucky were several people on the
state's paytoll meeting with others on regional payrolls in an environment with

-a board of directors eLEA superintendents) invited by the state to make program

decisions. Unless considerable experience elsewhere proves otherwise, this
appears an intolerable structural characteristic.

According to the reasons for abolishment advanced by_ participants in the

. perceptions prbbe, disaftections for regions among SDE staff made considerable
contribution to the riegions'. termination. Their complaints were legitimized
when a new State Superintendent and Deputy Superintendent assumed office, and
SDE was not pe&seived by some as a hospitable environment for senior staff with
strong pro-region views. The political environment notwithstanding, the lack of
agreements and understandings about the proper relationship,of the regions and
the SOE was a more serious matter than was realized At the time. It would have

probably been much 1-ess serious in an environment where the chief state school
officer does not change every four years. The life of the regions was too short

for these working relationships to be forged, especially in view of the partic-
ular structure of the EDRs.

EDRs were structured as a combination of extensions of the state agency and

as cooperative ESAs. The ambiguity appropriate for the regional director was .

thrust upon.tocr,many people, some of whom were losing power and prestige because
of Ms. This would not havg been a disastrous condition in a different environ-
ment or with more time, but it probably was the most serious flaw among those
that contributed to network fatality in Kentucky. Had the regions survived,

their good health would have depended to considerable extent upon proper adjust-
ment of their structural ambiguity.

Funding
x-

Level of Support. Kentucky stretched a few federal dollars into service-

regions and persuaded the Governor (Wendell Ford) and the legislature to sup-

plant and increase those dollars in 1974 to complete the state network and

extend services. They were thought to be on the threshhold of greater service
with the anticipated doubling of state resources. But even the doubling would

still have lefts them with meager assets.
0 -

Apart from the maintenance of the vocational regions, the entire Kentucky
network's allocation from the state, $894,000 (19'75-76), was less than the
expenditure of each of one-third of the ESAs supplying financial data in the

twenty-six state survey. (More than 115 ESAs out of 314 respondents spent more

than $1,000,000 in 1974-75.) The statewide Investment was so small that the

defunding of the network was not a major state finand4a1 decision. The vested
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interests generated by $894,000 were not great enough to mount serious opposi-
tion to its elimination. If the regions are ever to be recreated or if a new
type isAo be established in Kentucky,,thought should be given to a level and
scheme of support-6at will enhance their success.

Money Flow. Most of the EDRs' ambiguity problems would have been minimized
if the state had sent money instead of people to the regions.* The discretion of
the boards of directors would have been greatly extended, apprehensiveness about
the EDR takeover of the LEAs (though somewhat farfetched) would have been
recNcdd, Frankfort bureau chiefs would bane been divested of the field employees
they feared they could not control. This observation oflthe Kentucky experience
is nothindsight indictment of the actions taken, because the option, in the
short run, to provide money rather than people probably did not exist. H4 the
regions continued, however, change in that direction would pfobably have contri-
buted to the health of the regions.

Had the regions survived under Dr. Graham it is quqe'likely that the money
.flow would have been changed. It would seem appropriate for the state to pay a
portion of the regional directors' salaries if they.were to play ambiguous
roles, but others would be employees of the board of directors.

Competition

There was repeated indication in the interviews that opposition of the
Title III (ESA) Regions and the Vocational Education Regions was far more
damaging than anyone realized at the time. Most of the Title III Regions
faded away after 1972 when the SDE began shifting federal and state resources to
EDRs. The one atoAshland Sumived and it is clear from Harry Newman's
testimony and the EDR hearing that it was considered the rival of EDRs and that
theeight-region network it had respesented was favored over the ET network.

Associate State Superintendent for Vocational Education, Dr. Carl Lamar,
energetically supported merging the vocational regions into the EDRs. But

he admits that it never came off as a compatible and cooperative' reality in
several regions. Though structurally merged, the loss of prestige and control
continued to activate covert opposition in many spots, but overt antagonism was
apparently limited to Ashland and one or two other places. ID

*The judgment about money flow is based upon the experience ofstates
where ESAs exist outside the South. It is not very instructive about the future
design of ESAs for county -unit estates. Kentucky shares some features of those
states in the South and Southeast and traditions of finapce might lead to
similar decisions. County unit LEAs might expect or prefer the flow scheme used.
in Kentucky. The suggested change in money flow, however, wassupported by some
interviewees in the study. Asw5am Alexander said, "I would have changed the
money flaw. But all that would have worked out in time."

V
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Was it a mistake ti merge EDRs and vocatihal 'education? It was directed
toward the goal of closing the gap_between vocatipnal and general education.
Most general educators would applaud the intent-aind the effort. They per-
ceive "the division as artificial, as overprotective of vocational educators
and as counter to mainstreaming trends for students and teachers. The separ-

ation, of course, is not unique to Kentucky'. In Massachusetts, Connecticut,
Pennsylvania and Ohio, for example, vocational education is separate from
general purpose ESAs. Vocational education has the power and strength of
special financial resources (federal and state) and influential support-from
labor, industry and lay advisory boards. Sometimes state educational leadership
does not have the power and/or courage to limit vocational educations's autonomy
and insist upon integration into general education ESAs. Since the demise of _t

6EDRs, vocational education has become more segregated than ever in Kentucky.
-Despite opposition-by State Superintendent Graham, a separate St to Board for 1111..

Vocational Education has been established by the Governor and Le islature.
When three ex-directors of EDRs were asked, "If started again sh ld EDRs be
merged with the vocational regions?" two replied, "No, they are t o powerful."
Thethird said, "Yes, leis the right thing to do and, let's fac it., in she

regions it worked beautifully."

Here again, an observer is prone to point to the four-year cycle of things
educational in Kentucky and conclude that the time-frame is just too short to
accomplish such a major change against foot dragging and outright opposition.
If both therregions and their inclusion of vocational education had survived
another four years the,,few good models in the state might have been emulated

by others.
$14

An outs* observer immune to the vested interests the times andlthe
trauma of their demise finds it too easy to say that. Title III Regions

should have immediately been incorporated into the ED structure. Though

painful, their extermination as separate entities and merger with EDRs would
have created a more-defensible regional design. A clea decision to immedi-
ately divert Title III add all other "federal monies for r gional operations to

EDRs would have added to EDR strength. The Title III Reg ns had many-advocates

in Kentucky. Hindsight askkif failure to do battle with them at the outsef may
have been costly to EDRs in the end,

Noninvolvement of ADDs .

The importance of the relationship of the EDR configuration of the Area
Development Districts (ADDs) is evidenced by the inclusion of "compatibility"
as one of the eight criteria for EDR design. Compatibility was defined as the .

extent of congruence with other regions, but "other regions" were essentially
confined to ADDs and the Vocational Education Regions. Thereafter, it seems

that most EDRs forgot about ADDs. The foresight of the planners was lost on

the Lierators. The future of governmental designs lies in the systems view
that stresses intergovernmental integration and cooperation rather than
isolation and/or adversary relationships.

'49
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The level of cooneration SDE envisioned between these two regional networks did

not materialize. Each was deprived of planning and technical' assistance, 'Item

six under programming_ in the perceptions probe, "EDR services for other-agencies

were generally too limited," suggests that former SDE officials sensed that EDRs

should have done more with other agencies. They not only forfejted the potential

advocacy ofthe ADDs, they may have enhanced some OLG (Office of Local Govern-

ment, the parent state agency for ADDs) opposition to EDRS in 1976. According

to Sam Alexander, the former Deputy,State Superintenddht, "Part of the original

thrust for organization of ESAs in Kentucky was a special response to the

es ablishment of Area Development Districts and proposed legislation that they

fun tion, in part, as education regions. KRS 147A.120 was designed to keep ADDs

out of the Department of Education and the school districts of the state." Thus

mutu Ily defensive posts may have been developed by EDRs and ADDs. Did OLG

contr ute to the EDR.dtmise in 1976? If so, as claimed by some interviewees,

it-is easily possible that the'perceived competition of Title III Regions

and Vocational Education Regions to EDRs was not as effective as the subtle

influence of t40 far more powerful Office of LocatiGovernment.

. .

Governmental Arrangements for Education

The perceptions probe and the foregoing observations concerning the EDRs

should be useful to those attempting to design or improve ESAs. But the special

. uniqueness of the Kentucky experience probably resides in the uniqueness of

its governmental arrangements for education. From the past they feature con-

stiutional protection from continuity in strong educational leadership, and

from the present they feature increasing domination of the education establish-

ment by the Governor. Currently dramatic advance in ghtened funding of,

education seems to be accompanied by retrogression in th opportunity for the

State Department of Education to maintain its tradition f semi-autonomous

leadership of the state's elementary and secondary education system.

Constitutional Inhibitors of Effective Educational Leadership. Kentucky

has had respected-leaders in the elected cohstitutional office of the State

Superintendent of Public Instruction. They have ,been deprived of the opportun-

ity to plan effectively beyond four-year cycles and to build consistency into

the development of multi-year programs. While a third of the states continue to

elect the chief state school officer, the Bluegrass State stands alone in its

prohibition of the State Superintendent to run forsonsecutive fbur year terms.

This impediment in the leadership potential of the state was incoporated.in the

State Consitution in 1891 aftei a long-time State Treasuer absconded to South

America with the state's funds in 1888. Nonsuccession became the mandate for

all of Kentucky's constitutional officers.
.

. .

. . There is little doubt that EDRS WbUld today
of

operational and in better

health than in 1976 if the State Superintendent of 1972-76 had continued in office

Likewise there is considerable assurance tkat EBRs or a similar state network

would hot be created .before 1984 ff the presqnt State Superintendent could .

succeed himself. The fate of the regions after 19294111 depend primarily upon

the person who will assume the post of State Superintendent for the 1980-84 term

and upon who will be Kentucky's next Governor.
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Unrelated to the fate of EDRs, but part and parcel of the inhibitors
of effective continuing leadership is the constitutional restriction o the

State Superintendent's salary. The limit of $12,000 would be totally u orkable

were it not for the "rubber dollar decision" of the Kentucky Court of A peals,

which allows the Legislature to periodically adjust salaries for the cha ing

value of the dollar. The adjusted limitation is below the market price for

top educational leadership. Again, according to Sam Alexamder, ".The salary oi

the State Superintendent of Public Instruction is disgraceful. He not only must

generally take a pay cut, he gets less than some people he supervises, hegets
far less than appointed government executives with similar responsibilities. On

top of that, he knows he must find a different jab at the end of one term.

Those are not the conditions which would produce a flock of highly qualified
professional candidates. k It is a wonder that we have had so many fine State

Superintendents."

The Kentucky Constitution -made no rovision for a State Board of Educa-

ion, This means that the State o o ducation suffers from lack of
...

- dower and independence as it ende vors to have impact upon the state's educa-

tional sytem. It exists in sta ute only and it can be legislatively changed

or abolished at any time. Secondly, the influence of the Governor can be
inordinately strong because there are only seven members, and each is "'appointed

for a four-year term.

The State Board was a part of the decision to implement the regions when

it approved the state plan for them on June 16, 1972, and on September 12,
1973 when it approved the model Interlocal Agreement [47,48]. The State Board

took no action with rqfereoce to the abolishment of the regions.in 1976. It

would have been powerless to change a decision favored by both the State Super-

intendent and the Governor. Should there be frequent disputes between the State
Superintendent and the Governor, the Kentucky State Board of Education wduld
side with the Governor or risk changed constituency or elimination.

Statutory Inhibitors of a Strong and Semi-autonomous System of Elementary

and Secondary Education. The encumbrances placed upon the Education Depart-
ment and the State Superintendent are by no means limited to the state con-

stitution. Potential inhibitors of SDE leadership appeared in statute in 1974

and in 1978. In 1974, the post of Secretary cf the Education and Arts Cabinet

was created under.Governor Wendell Ford. This was rio immediate threat because

Governor Ford appointed the then State Superintendent (Ginger) to assume the

new pbst. Neither has it been a serious threat since1976 because
Governor Julian Carroll appointed,former three-time'State Superintendent Wendell

Butler to fill the post.* Wendell Butler understands and appreciates the need

for independence in the state superintendency. Perhaps the primary consequences

at the moment are denial of a cabinet post to the State Superigtendent and an ,

additional delay in processing appointments of new employees. But the threat is

there, and the mechanism exists for the Governor to further erode the power of
the State Superintendent, an erosion that could change a once powerful consti-

tutional office into a mere status position.

*The press reported\4at the appointment got Butler out of the primary

election against Dr. Graharh. It was, claimed in interviews that another Graham

opponent withdrew and received a senior staff appointment in the State Depart-

ment of Education.

0
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The 1978-creation .of a separate State Board of Vocational Education parallel

to the State Board of Educatiod was in direct opposition to the counsel of the

incumbent State Superintendent, Dr. Graham, and it was.contrary to theJipinion

of Mr. Butler, the Secretary of Education and the Arts. This decision by the

Governor and Legislature suggests that the educational environment has become
very politicized. SDE's explicit goal to develop a closer relationship tetween
general and vocational educatiop is threatened by the existence of this second
board. It implies that the_vocational regions will be safe from EDReXhreat,

should the network be recreated, and it implies that a. relatively weak State

Board of Education will become weaker. (It would seem that aloreferable Kentucky

response to the federal ilush for a state voc tional educationboard would have

been the designation of the State Board of E n to serve, also, as the vo-

catianal board--an arrangement adopted in some oth hates.)

Growing Polityzation of Education. Several o those interviewed

' asserted SDE is politicized as never before. Primary evidence cited is the

appearance of many new faces at the senior staff level during the past four

years. It has also been stated with conviction that the State Superintendent
feels that he and the State. Board are operating under increasing political

constraints. It was claimed that the Governor chose the successor to Dr. Carl

Lamar, who resigned as Associate Superintendent for Vocational Edac tion.
ltRaymond Barber, the former education liaison person in the Governor office was

appointed Deputy State Superintendent and is regarded as the most likely choice

for the state superintendency in 1980.
.

.
At thesame time, the Goverdor's Special Assistant has made the

,

poi t that

the Governor's office has not disapproved a single Graham recommendation of

a person for a :non-merit" or senior staff position in the SDE, and there are

several acknowlbdged Graham-choices in high posts.
,

Nonetheless, sore observers see in the high-level staff changes poIltici-
zation and serious.Aopardy of the degree of stability that is needed in. senior
staff under a system which forces change in the superintendency every four years.

In Governoi. Julian Carroll's 1976-80 term, Kentucky has made trndous
improvement in the funding of elementary and secondary education. T The state

not only increased teachers salaries dramatically and increased its overall

investment in education, it distributed the financial burden more equitably and

became a national leader in the percent of state support for education. Carroll

observers in Kentucky are divided in their appraisal of their.Goyernor vis-a-vis

education. Some call'him the greatest "education governor" in the state's history.

.
Others believe that his aspiration to that reputation has led to excessive
gubernatorial involvement in the control of education. In addition to his role

in the politicization of SDE and the establishmentof the separate vocational

education board, Carroll critics cite the staffing of his Governor's Task Force

on Education. On the other's hand, the task force has been highly productive in

making recommendations for legislation. But its use also suggests how weak the

State Board and the State Superintendent can become in shaping educational

policy if the Governor is dissatisfied with them Ind/or does not respect the
limited independence that constitutional framers intended for the educational

establishment. Upon Dr.yhger's leaving the state superintendency, Governor

'41
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Carrell appointed him Executive Director of his' Post- Secondary Education Commission..
Approximately two years later...he appointed the former State Superintendent tO
work, as a consultant, with his Task Force on Education. This circumstance
foundea.Governor who was party to the elimination of EDRs appointing the man who
established the regions and who disagreed with Dr. Graham concerning them, to a
sensitive educational responsibility. In the minds of some people that appoint-
ment seemed to assault the independence and influence of State Superint dent,

Graham. Dr. Ginger, no longer in the post, had opportunities to oppose the
State Superintendent's intentions if he so desired. There is no record his

taking any action against Dr. Grahams and Governor Carroll's defunding decision
on the regions in early 1976, nor is there record of his opposing other recom-
mendations of the State Superintendent. Yet theicurious arrangement spgaks for
itself. It would appear that the Governor did not plan serious involvement of
the SDE or the state's constitutional education leader in his task force. The
argument that the task force should have been free of the influence of the
establishment pales when it is noted that task force planners formerly worked
under Dr. Ginger in SDE. They helped plan the regions in 1972 and they have
been in position to draft recommendations which are reputed to include a study
of the re- establishments of the regions.

Constitutional Reform--Needed, but Improbable. The Kentucky experience is
not notable because of the different views of the key actors. Such differences
are common to educational systems. Lyman Ginger and his administration built on
some groundwork laid by Wendell Butler. Regions were developed because he (Ginger)
thought SDE could provide better service through them and because he thought the
LEAs would work together better. .

James Graham and his administration eliminated the regions on equally
rational grounds. The LEAs could voluntarily fqem cooperatives and work
together (some have done so); and the SDE could deliver its services better
and more economically without the regions.

It is entirely possible to accept both stances at face value. It is also

possible to admit the insidious role of a growing politicization of the educa-
tion establishment, a phenomenon not unfamil'ar elsewhere in the nation. ,

.

The problem in Kentucky is not predicta e human behavior, but the state's

flawed constitutional and statutory mechAlisms. There is no provision for
reasonablecontinuitys of leadership at the highest educational level, destruc-
tive competition is encouraged by the separation of vocational from all other
education; long-range planning is effectively precluded by law. In such a
framework, the rational and consistent resolution of differences and the co-
operative application of the state's resources to educational needs are diffi-
cult or nearly impossible. The best intentions cannot, under the circumstances,
compensate for the lack of time needed to develop, test and modify significant
aspects of the state's educational system.

Until there is constitutional reform in Kentucky, its eduCational leaders

will continue to serve under unique, constraints. The voters have shown no dis-
position to change the constitution. Therefore, it becomes incumbent on the
educational establishment, the Governor and the Legislature to develop a statu-
atory and policy environment that will be as hospitable as possible to the

c
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deliberate planning and development that is essential if consistent improvement
in the state's educational system is to be achieved. Perhaps rational people

could debate whether or not the ERRS were the best respdnse to Kentucky's needs

in 1972. There is little doubt, however, that they would have survived in

another environment( Kentucky is not now a state in which a statewide network
of education regions, dependent upon state finanCing and the continuing commit-
ment of the state's educational leadership, is likely to achieve a reasonable

life expectancy.

, a
a \

Conclusion

The story in Kentucky is not one of who was right and who was wrong.- It is
an example of the kind of uncertainty and instability that can result in a .

particular political environment. The itate's experience with EDRs has not been,
without value, disappointing as the dissolution of the network may have been to

many. The State Department of fducation's service to the field is generally
better than it was before EDRs and,,Is a matter of fact, SDE continues to use
the same regional clustering of school districts for many of its meetings and

service de4ivery functions. The experience should also enhance the chances for

success and survival of future regional endeavors, should they be undertaken
under favorable conditions.

r
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Table A-1

APPENDIX

Table A-11"Perceptions,of.Selected $DE and EDR Officials Concerning

Advantages, Disadvantages and Frequently Cited Issues o EDRs in Kentucky,"

illustrates the means_ofitesponses from three groups: Current SDE officials,
former EDR directors, and former SDE officials.

A

The means of the groups are graphed to facilitate the sensing of dif-

ferencet*etween them. In addition, significant differences in the 'response
distributiar are represented by (D) or (d), which indicate .05 and .10; respec-

. tively, in probability levels of significance: The use'bf two. levels of
significance' adds refinement to the reading of the graphed means. Probability

levels wectiderived from the chi-square test of statistical sigqificance found
in the "Crosstabs" subsection of the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences

(SPSS).[49] In view of the small n's the results must be view with caution.
Their primary value lies in their confirmation and refinement of interview
data. - .

4./

-

Table A-2

Table A-a, "Perceptions f Possible Research Priorities," shows the dips-

trtbuttun of the reapoiues of three groups toncertrin ten pros-sib-1e -research
priorities. The response scale is weighted and the total weight for the core -.

bined groups is shown for each priority.* Rankings of the weighted responses ar
shown in Table 11 on page 48.
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LE A-1

PERCEPT OF SELECTED SDE AND EDR OFFICIALS CONCERNING
ADVANTAGES., ADVANTAGES AND FREOUENTLY CITED ISSUES OF EDRs IN KENTUCKY

parison of Responses of Three Groups:
rent SDE Officials ns3)

Forftr, DR Directors Az4) Strongly Agree
Former ffic

bisacree

Advantages and, Disadvantages

Generally, when they existed:

1. ;Das provided best- cis of resources for a network\14 re-

search, development, evaluation and dissemination.

Strongly
is ree

0 , I 2 3 4

(D)1

. 2, Ms facilitated provision of higb'quality supplemental
and support services to LEAs.,

3., EDRs tended to equalize educational opportunity among LI:As.

4. EDRs tended to increase competition for resources avail-
able for .he state syltem of education.

5. EDRs tended tb.limit LEA responsiveness to current needs
by naintaining outatted programs..

6. MDRs contributed to a decline in appropriate school dis-
trict reorganization efforts,.

7. Most SIDEllfiicials viewed ans as an extension of LEAs.

1.

(D)

ss

/. '

.-
8. M3Rs facilitated cccmanication between LZAs and the SO

. 9. MDIts pro,Aded cost - effective delivery of spicial p
and service to LEAs=

4,
10. ERs improved SOE management service to LEAs.

.

11. EORs developed. programs and services for LEAs when thele

districts were unable to do so.
.

12. Coglicts between ans and the SDE tended to Cause dys-
. //,---func ons in the state system of SCh00Ii.

. ilia

-`14. EDRs con buted to a loss of .Local control: in LEAs.

-

(d) ,/

A 4.4

4

(d) !

14. EDRs promoted-theue of modern technology in its programs
amd services.

.

.

tits as an extension of the SDE.15. Most LEA official* viewed

16. EDRs promoted the invOIVement.,c1 LEAs in standards and-re-
4*gional

I

planning. \
17. EDRs Contributed to public misunderstandings concerning ed-

./

and issue's. /.- (d) 4ucational governance policy .
,

18. MAs contributed to coordination aid cOclieration between

WAS -and agencies other than the SDE.

19. EDRs facilitated communication ammngILEAs..

20. EDRs can be more etfecive than the sor in helping LEAs
to Change the state system of schools.

21.: Ens contributed to a decline Ashok initiative of LEAs.

22. EDRs contributed to tfle responsiveness of the state system
of schools to needed changes.

411
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Current SDE Officials (ni.3)

Former EBR Directors (w4)
' Former SDE Officials (n "5)

23. E6Rs can be effective transmitters of collaborative LEA
grassroots influence on the SDE.

24. EDRs contributed to the adaptability of LEAs to needed
changes.

25._ As enrollmetts decline, LEA teachers opposed EDRs assuming
programs discontinued by LEAs,

25. The smaller LEAs within EDRS had too much influence in !DR
operations.

21. Large LEAs opposed the establishment and/or growth of EDRs.

28. Small LEAs were almost the only LEA advocates for increased
state funding for'EDR services

6fi

Strong!. y k peg

Agree
Disagree

Strongly
Dis

I,

a ree

2 3 4

1
Not Aoolicable

K Stron 1 A ree,
:recuently Cited :semi Agree

Disagree
Strongly
Di3 rae

Major EstabIlsitnent Issues:

3 4

:. Legislation for establishing EDRs was too restrictive. *

2. SDE regulations for establishing EDRs were too restrictive.

3. Too many EDRs existed.

4. Too few.EDRs existed.

5. AllLEAs were required to hold membership In :DR.

6. Large enrollment size LEAs excluded from )Rs.

7. Geographic region of EDRs was too great. (D)

8. Geographicregion of EDRs was too small:

9. Procedure for alteration of EDR boundarieS was too re-
, strictive.

10. Procedure for dissolving of EDRs was too restrictive.
"

Major Governance Issues:

1. Legislation too restrictive on authority of governing
board.

2. SDE rtgulations,too restrictive on authority of governing
board.

3. Governing boards too large.

4: Governing boards not reprisentat e.

5. Not all LEAs represented on goyerning boards.

6. Board members represented home LEA rathet,thin interest of
entire EDR region:
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Current SDE Officials (nw3) --------
Former EDR Directors (n.4)

Former SDE Officials (n -5) 5)

s-

7. Governing boards were dominated by small LEAs.

8. Governing boards were dominated by Large LEAs.t-

9. Method of selecting governing boards was mot equitable.

IQ. LEA boards tend to nominate poor candidws,for EDR board.

Li. Too few EDR advisory groups of LEA peiionnel existed.

12. Nonpublic schools were excluded on governing boards.

13. Nohpublic schools were excluded on advisory groups.

. .14. Citizen participation in EDR policy formuIatiOn was

excluded,

Major Organizational and Management Issues:

1. 'Weak professional (WR. execs) IlOdernhip.

2, Management data was not timely.

3. Management data was inadequate.

4. PIanniftg capabil4iesivere Limited.

5. Too any LEM existed.

6. BEIR board member
il

(s) were involved in EDR operational dellr

tails.

.Major 7inlikplal Issues:

1. Legislation fbr financing EDRs was too restrictive'.

67

Not AnnIicable
Strongly Agree

Agree
Disaarte

Strongly
Disagree

4

(d)

(D)

(D)

1

oI.

(D)
ti

2. SDE regulations for financing gDRs were too restrictive. ',(d)

3. EDR financing system was not reliable.

4. EDR financing system favored small size LEAs.

5. WR financing system favored Large size LEAs.

6. EDR budget planning system was ineffective.

7. State finaqcing of EDRs was' inadequate.

8. EDR financing system favored low-wealth LEAs. LI)

9. WR financing system favored high-wealth LEAr. (d)

10. EDR financing favored LEAs with high tax mates (high

effort). .
(d)

WR financing was depplaili on meager LEA resources.

12. EDR. financing was dependent on =eager state resources.

13. State incentives for LEA' participation in EDRs were absent

14. EDR budget planning excluded LEA participation.

15. EDR budget planning excluded ,SDE participation.

16. WR accounting procedures were too iestrictiva.
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Current SDE Officials (n"3)
Former EDR Officials (net')

Former SDE Officials (z48)

68

Not Applicable
Strongly Agree

17. EDR accounting procedures were too vague.

18. Number of member LEAs was too small. V sr.

Disagree

rDisagree

I

3

MajoriProgramminvIssues:

.

1. SDE regulations governing EDR programs were too vague.

2. EDR direct instructional services to LEA students were

generally too limited.

*3. EDR indirect instructional services to LEA students were

generally too limited.

4. EDR management services to LEAs were generally too limited.
.

5. EDR services for the SDE were generally too limited.

6. EDR services for other agencies were generally too limited.

7. Nonpublic schools were excluded frop Participation in EDR

programs.

8. EDRs generally uere not able to_respond to new program
ing priorities.

Major Staffing Issues:

1. Legislation establishing duties of EDR executive officer

as too Yap*.

2. SDE regulations establishing duties of !DR executive of

ficer were too vague.

3. Insbfficient flebiliry to change staff to drop and/or
add programs.

4. Lacked rascal:cgs to get high quality staff.

5. Lacked resources fefsufficient pe'rsonnel.

6. EDR collective bargaining practices restricted flexibility

of MR.

7. State tenure practices restricted flexibility of EDR.

8. State certification practices restricted flexibility of

EDR.

9. EDR salaries were too high.

Major,Facilities and Equipment Issues:

.

I

(d)

(D)

1. Legislation governing EDR facility acquisition was too

restrictive.
4

2. SDE regulations governing EDR facilities and equipment

were too restrictrne,

3. Location of EDR facilities gen ally Milted LEA accessi

bility to EDR services.
74 z4
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Current' SDE Offitials/(n03) --------

. Former ED& Officials (14)
Former SDE Officials (m105)

Rajor SOiEDB. Relationship Issues:

1. SDE'coordimation of EAR activities was generally too:

restrictive.

2. Insuificient me staff attention given to EDR operations.

3. sOe resisted use of EDR to improve coordination ofiptate
system of SchooIs.

k. E resisted LZAs use of EDRs Mr collaborative LEA input

on state policies and programs.

jor LEAEDR Relationship Issues:

ma program.% see too Costly.it

. Lack of LEA involvement in EDR budget plan.

3. Lack of LEA involyecent in EDR program plan.

Lack of LEA invo- ent is screening key !DR personnel

3. Las not supportive of more state funds for EDR program7s.

6. L as resisted EDR, development of close ties ulth. WE.

7. LEAs resisted EDR pressure for LEA use of FOR programs

and Service?.

* "indirect inst.:v=1 aal services" are synonymous 11th
"instructional sup ort."
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Not Applicable
Stro Lv A rat

Aces
Disamree _

[Strongly

0 1 2 3 4

(d)
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TABLE A9-2

PERCEPTIONS OF POSSIBLE RESEAR PRIORITIES

4

Currant SDE Staff (n "3)

Farmer EDR Directors (nm

. Former SDE Staff (nm5)

1. Attitudinal studies of EDE
clients.

1
Priority

,Soale

a
0

..=
C't

:1

ar
CM

:I

5
'..4

TS
12

1 ..3

Is
0
0
=
2

iwaight) 4 3 12 1 0

Curren SDE Staff 1 3

Fo EDR Directors 1 2 1 .

-

Form= a m Staff 2 f

/ I. Total (12) 3 2 3 3 1

Total Weight: 27

.

2. Studies of "equal availa-
bility" of EDR programs and
services to students and
staff of disparate LEAs.

Current SDE Staff

Former EDR Directors 1 1 1 2

Former SDE Staff- 1 2

I Total (12) 1 4 3
1 4

Total Weight: 22

3. Cost et:active studies of
EDR programs and services.

4. Asse
ra

9/

Current SDE Staff 2' 1
is

Formai EDR Directors 2

-

2/1

1'2

Former _SDE Staff 2 2 1

1 :fatal (12) 1 6 1 3 1

.Total Weight: 35

=ant of the organi-
nal effectiveness of ''Current'Current SDE Staff 2 1

I

Former EDR Directors I 2 1

,,

1

Former SDE Staff 4

I Total (12) 6 3 .1

Total Weight: 35

5. Developmant'of alternative
models for thegovernance
of ESAs.

Curreht SDE Staff 1

Former EDR Directors .1. 1
Former SDE Staff ,1 1 1 3 1.1

3
.

1^ Total (12) 1 3 6

Total Weights 21
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0

Current SDE Staff (mm3)

Farmer'EDR Directors 6".

Former SDE Staff (A-5)

6. Development4of alternative
models for the financing
of ESAs.

71

1 .
Priority
Scale

a
olc
.c

:m4

=
m
.1

-4a
:2

-ia

3

,
^a,

o
0
m

2
(weight) . 4 3 2 1 0

Current SDE Staff 1 1 2

Former EDR Directors 1
.

1 2

Former SDE Staff 1 3 I

1 Total ' (12) 2 4 3 . 3

Total Weight: 26,

7. Development of criteria for
the allocation of functions
to SEA. =As and ESks.

Current SDE Staff 1 1 1

Former EDR Directors. 1 1

Former SDE Staff 1 2

Total (12) 2 4 3 2 I 1

Tota Weight: 29

8. Development of design re-'
quirements for metro- orient-
ed ESA/.

9. Development of design.re-
quirements for non- mat- -o-

. oriented ESAs.

Current SDE'Staff , I. i_

4Former tOR Directors I
I

Former SDE Staff 3 I 1

1 Total (12) 4 1 1 1 7

4 Total We ht; 14

Current SDE Staff 1 2

Former ZDR Directors 1 1 .1 2 .

Former, SDE Staff

1 Total (12) 2 1 2 2 5

10. Rol. of ESAs in intergovern-
mental relations

Total Weight: 17

I

I

Current SDE Staff 3
S'

EDFormer R Directors 1 1 2

Former SDE Staff 2 1 .

I Total. (12) 1 1 2. 5 2 2'.

Total weight: 22
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